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unity pride 
The newspaper for the lesbia·n, gay, bisexual 
and transgender community of Maine. 
VOL. 1, Number 7 JANUARY, 1994 
1'Y NEW YEAR ,., • • 
WELCOME 1994 
' •• 
Our Word, Our Nation Our State 
It was the best of times, it was the worst nothing like the Ointon proposal, but more of a The old saying, "You can't get there from effective sidewalk theater of the state of 
of times." The year 1993 started with a new reinforcement of the existing regulations - and here" could almost be used to sum up the way healthcare. The "zap" was so impressive, the 
hope - in a man from Hope. Bill Clinton was theypasseditintolaw. BothofMaine'sSenator's things went for the gay/lesbian community in Portland Press Hecald even gave it front page! 
believed by many to be the man who would lead and Representative Olympia Snowe voted in Maine this past year. ACTUP also did lots of good worlc in Lewiston 
the way to equal rights for gays arid lesbians. He favor of keeping the ban in place. What was good for Portland was bitter- on behalf of the EPL effort And, they finished 
had promised to lift the ban on homosexuals in Thece were other wars being waged over sweet for Lewiston. Last year, an anti-discrimi- the year with a protest at the post office over the 
the military . He said that he would increase gay rights around the country. Colorado found nation law passed by a 2-1 margin in Portland. new "Red Ribbon" stamps. ~ 
funding to fight AIDS, and he pledged to ap- itself in the middle of a national boycott over The same law was defeated by almost the same The year 1993 sawthedemiseofthe~ 
point an AIDS Czar. their "Amendment 2," proposal to ban protec- margininLewistonthis year. What went wrong? &Lesbian Times in early spring. 1hi.s publica-
By year's end, the military ban was actu- tion of "special" rights to homosexuals. That Finger pointing has begun with theconsecvative tion, theCommunityPrideRq,orter. was started 
ally written into law by congress (although the law, which never took effect, was struck down side saying the radicals were too radical and the in July by Publisher/Editor Winnie Weir. It is 
federal courts are striking it down). AIDS by the Colorado courts as unconstitutional. radicals saying the consecvatives were too con- Maine's only statewide newspaper serving an 
funding has increased - but not nearly enough, Elsewhere around the nation, the year secvative. The only thing for sure is that the inclusive gay- lesbian- bi- transgenderreader-
and the AIDS Czar has so far become part of the started off with a sad note as the most talented people of Lewiston voted as they undecstood ship. 
furniture that takes up space in Washington, and ballet dancer in history, Rudolf Nureyev, died of and as they believed what was best for their city. Portland's Gay/Lesbian/Bi Pride Parade 
collects a pay chock every two weeks. Ask any AIDS related causes in France. The French The question now is, did they really understand was held in May. About 300 people took to 
person with AIDS, or for that matter any AIDS govecnment also released statistics that 40% of the question that was placed before them? Or, Congress Street and marched in all their pride 
doctor or educator, anditsdoubtfultheycantell deaths of men ages 25 -44 were AIDS related. wastheeffortoftheoppositiontocloudtheissue and splendor. It was the largest march yet for 
youhername(KristineGebbie). They may even. They attributed that to the large gay population with a "special rights" tactic successful? One Maine. Next year, it is hoped to be bigger, and 
be surprised to hear there is an AIDS Czar! in Paris and the public resistance to AIDS edu- thing is for sure, both sides will meet again, and with an accompanying festival of some sort 
The year started with President Clinton cation. it can be counted on that it will take a lot of hard Fundraising for a new Gay/Lesbian Com-
proposing a "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy of Zimbabwe, reported 1.5 million AIDS work by a broad-based coalition to change the munity Center was started in Presque Isle by 
homosexuals in the military. Meanwhile, a cases, 14% of that countries population. tide. Northan Lambda Nord. It will be the only 
grandstanding Senator Sam Nunn convened And in the United States, the death rate of The new year of 1993 found the Portland community center in the state serving thehomo-
hearingstodetermine whether the ban should be Gay men in New York City was 24 times higher Police investigating a Oiristmas Eve beating of sexual community. 
lifted. Hebeganthehearingsbypubliclystating in 1988 than in 1978. 1hi.s was attributed to agaymanoutsidethepopularda'nceclubZootz. Theceareafewnewhomosexualowned 
that no matter what was said or what evidence AIDS. Michael Wormwood had decided to stop by and businesses in Maine this year. Ananael, a new 
was presented, he would not change his mind. In a January 11, 1993 letterto the editor of see if the club was open. It wasn't, and & he was book/gift shop opened on Congress Street in 
Serving in the military, according to Sam the Grayson County News-Gazette, Reverend returning to his car, he was allegedly jumped Portland; anew danceclub, The Metro, opened 
Nunn, wasnotcompatible with the homosexual Jonathan P. Eshoff, pastor of God's Church of and beaten by a man believed to belong to a in Lewiston; and the Riverfront in Bangor was 
life-style! A mutinous General Colin Powell, Rapture in Big Clifty, Kentucky said, ''Pomog- group calling itselfFSU posse. sold and became The Rage! In mid-April, 
ChairmanoftheJointOri.efs' ofStaff,spokeout raphy causes Satanic occurrences." To prove ACTUPPortlandscheduledashowdown Sister Creations, an establishment carrying 
against lifting the ban. Sam and the boys man- this he says, "About five years ago in Colorado, with President Bill Clinton. The Prez went to gifts, music, and works of original art to em-
aged to write up a new policy - one that was See 1993, page 4 dinnec while the ACT UPecs staged a quite See STATE, pa,ge 2 
..,.______ 
C01\1MUNITY PRIDE MAILBAG 
Dear Editor: 
1bis letter is written in response to the 
Ken Constant column, OUf! of My Mind in 
the Decembec issue of CPR. 
In his column, Constant lists the reasons 
he has to celebrate 1121 being a woman, rather 
than simply listing those reasons he w_to 
celebrate being a gay man. Four out of the five 
items on his list make women less than, and this 
is women versus men rather than one man 
simply celebrating his love for other men. 
Let'snotperpetuatethehomophobicmyth 
that lesbians love women because they hate 
men, and that gay men love men because they 
hate women! 
Vivian Holmes, Buckfield 
Rose Mary Denman, Portland 
Dear Editor: 
For almost a year, I, along with other 
readecs of your predecessor. Our Paper have 
been trying to get Maine Public TV to air a 
monthly half-hour talk show called "In the 
Life" - the first PBS talk and variety show 
made by and for homosexual men and lesbians. 
letter to be included in Maine Public TV's 
license renewal file. At the bottom, show that 
you've sent a copy to the FCC. Send a copy of 
your letterto: TV Branch, Federal Communica-
tions Commission, 1919 M Street NW, Wash-
ington, DC 20554. 
You may think of this issue as inconse-
quential, but it's not In Maine Public TV 
programming, the representative of the homo-
sexual community granted air time most fre-
quently is the obviously gay sales clerk on the 
Britishsitcomentitled "Are You Being Served?" 
- a secies which represents stereotyping of the 
most blatant variety. In this age of increased 
hate crimes, the fostecing of stereotypes (and 
homosexuals are not the only group staeo-
typed in this particular sitcom) helps viewers 
justify their tendency to see their neighbors, not 
as persons desecving of rights and respect, but 
as mere objects, to be treated as such .... 
Tocombatstel"eotypes and assist viewers 
in gaining a broada, more inclusive pecspec-
tive, TV stations, especially ones that call them-
selves "Public" TV, should beoffecing respon-
sible programming that portrays membecs of 
minority groups as three-dimensional, real-life-
typecharacters with their ups and downs and all 
the struggles that flesh is heir to. 
Our inquiries and urging are met with 
promises to "look into" it, but nothing changes. 
Maine Public TV can find hours and hours for 
high school basketball. cooking, home repair, 
gardening shows,children' s programming, and 
hours of obvious fillec material But, they can't 
giveameaslyhalfJhour amonthtoourcommu-a;.......;...;;;;;...,...,.......,;;;;;...,......,.......,...,. ......... ...,. ... .....,...,. ...... ~....._.,..._.__ ....... __ ""'!'-__ nity. 
By choosing to continue the portrayal of 
stereotypes, Maine Public TV is depriving meJD-
bers of minority groups of the "minoring" that 
it is their duty to provide .... 
CPR DISTRIBUTION POINfS 
Portland & So. Portland: 
Ananael 
Booldand (all) 
The Chart Room 
Della's Catessen 
Drop Me A line 
Good Day Market 
Woodfords Cafe 
The Whole Grocer 
Black.stones 
Books Etc. 
CPR Office 
Rafftes Cafe 
VideoPorl 
PWAC 
TAP Offices 
YWCA 
Treasure Chest Public Library 
Underground Zootz 
USM Campus: USM Bookstore 
The Counseling Center, Student Union 
Alliance for Sexual Diversity 
Women's Center-Porlland 
Powers House:women's Forum 
Westside Restaurant 
Other Locations in Maii.e: 
Lewiston: Metro Club, Sportsman's, 
Max Travel 
Augusta: Han>est Time, Papa Joe's 
Bangor: The Rage, Pro Libris, Mabel 
Wadsworth Women's Health Center · 
Brunswick: Gulf of Maine Books 
Hallowell: Fremont & Julien Cafe 
Blue Hill: Left Bank Cafe 
Freeport: Sister Creations 
Ellsworth: Down East AIDS Network 
Orono: Wilde-Stein Club 
Biddeford: UNE-Lifestyles Alliance 
Caribou: Northern Lambda Nord 
Gardiner: The Circle Shop 
Waterville: Railroad Square Cafe, Railroad 
Square Cinema, Treasure Chest 
Locations in Por~mouth, NH 
Lady Iris Books, Gi~, Music, & Cards; 
Stroudwater Books 
Well, now it's time for Maine Public TV 
to petition the FCC for renewal ofits license. So 
that means it's time for members of our com-
munity to write to Maine Public TV and let 
them know how we feel about their continued 
stonewalling on this particular issue. Write to: 
Robert H. Gardiner, Genecal Manager, Maine 
PublicTelevisim, 14501..isbonStreet,Lewiston, 
ME 04240. At the top, say that you want your 
Public TV is in a unique position to 
provide the dominant culture with glimpses 
into the real world beyond the narrow confines 
of their nice, neat categories, and their suburban 
family rooms. But, up to now, Maine Public TV 
is not living up to its duty or its privileged status 
as a holder of the "public" trust 
1beir license should not be renewed. 
Bill Coskrey, Thorndike 
------------------
STATE. continued from page I 
power women, opened in Freeport only to those on bee list, and limiting, by law, 
The name Carolyn Cosby has replaced all future privileged classes to those on that list 
thatofLindaBeanonmostrightsactivists' lips. Decemba 1st, WorldAIDSDay,sawthe 
Carolyn thinks it's her personal duty to launch a opening of the NAMES Project AIDS Memo-
political crusade against the homosexual com- rial Quilt, sponsored by the NAMES Project 
munity and deny us the special rights of jobs, Maine with space for the exhibit provided by the 
~=========================================================::::.... homes, credit and public accommodation. The YWCA. The Maine Gay Men's Oiorus per-
,, SUBSCRIPflONFORM problemwithhertwistedproposalis,thatrather formed at the opening cecemonies, and hun-
Y es, I want to subscribe to the Community Pride Reporter. than just coming out and saying its to discrimi- dreds of viewecs passed among the Quilt panels 
nate against homosexuals, she has chosen to say during its four day stay in Portland. ••• 
Enclosed is my check for $20.00 for 12 mues mailed first c~ that it will grant special rights and privileges 
in a plain envelope. 
------------------NAME: 
; ADDRESS: _____________ ._____ _ 
PHONE: 
Send to: COMMUNTTY PRIDE REPORTER, 142 HighSt., Suite#634, Portland, 04101 
..-......--page 2 ~ - - -· - -· -
First of all, let me wish each of you a very tries to be an "all inclusive publication" and does risks putting someone like Carolyn Cosby "in encourages risks. These child abusers continue 
Happy New Year! May 1994 be all you want not want to "censor" what goes into the paper charge"ofwhatlcanandcannotread,admirein to delude themselves into thinking that their 
it to be. (Ah! The out for this is to wave the flag of amuseum.orintheprivacyofmyownhomefor children do exactly as they say, 100% of the 
There are several items on my-what-to- censorship.), but "provide a forum for the free that matt.a, who I can love and how, and where time. Maybe 1HEIR children do, although I 
say-in-the Editorial list this month. exchange of ideas." I almost tossed my lunch. I can live, work, or do business. doubt it, but not ALL children do. Do these 
Richard Fried, of ACTUP/Portland, came !countered withquestionsaboutadsspew- Scholars have debated this question for children deserve to suffer and die because some 
into my office the other evening with a~ ing hatred of Jews, African Americans, etc. decades. At the moment, I am coming down on parents can't entertain thethoughtthattheirchild 
Ba,y Weekly tucked under his arm. After we Sprague said he would print those ads, and the side of CBW, but I have a great deal of might not do everything they're told, or worse 
exchanged greetings, he showed me the paper, recounted an ad placed some time ago for T- thinking still to do. In the meantime, I am yet, be sexually active? I think not 
which contained a classified ad that was crude, shirts picturing former President Bush standing requesting three things from CPR readers. First, So, what do we do about a School Super-
rude, and definitely maladjusted. On top ofthat, in front of a swastika with text under it He said write the individual who placed this ad. The intendent who is less than enthusiastic about 
it was utterly offensive and scary. The ad was CBW "took a lot of heat from the Jewish com- address is:S-Dist., 50 Market Street, So. Port- saving young people's lives, using "invasion of 
forT-shirtsinred, white,orbluesaying, ''Hillary munity over that one." land 04106. Pemaps some kind of dialogue privacy" rhetoric as an excuse to hold up the 
Sucks" or "AIDS Kills Fags Dead." There was "Understandably so," I shot back in re- may ensue and abridge can bebuiltrathathan surveys that are now in his possession? Get 
a So. Portland address and a request that one sponse. burned. Second, write a letter to the Caseo Ba,y those word processors warmed up, readers. It's 
send a SASE. I wanted to hold Sprague responsible. rm ~. expressing you feelings about this ad. going to be one of those letter-writing times. 
Richard said that a call to CBW was not not at all happy that this kind of ad appeared in Third, wri~ your thoughts and comments on Let's write letters to Superintendent Edwards, 
very productive, with the person taking classi- print in CBW. Richard certainly wasn't happy. thissubjecttoCPR'sMAILBAGortome,ifyou the School Board, an~ the local newspapers, 
fled ads saying there was nothing they could do I talked to my lover about it She went ballistic, would prefertheynotbepublished. I would like demanding some responsible leadership in the 
about it I scratched my head in total disbelief saying Sprague was part of the problem, etc., some feedback. fight to save lives! 
at that comment But wait, I thought rm new etc. As rm writing this, the words that keep Another subject on my list for this month Wecannotsitback and waitfortheSuper-
at this newspaper business. Maybe there's some coming into my head are, "I disapprove of what is the article that appeared in the Portland Press intendent to "review" his position, which is non-
rule, or etiquette, or something that paper's abide you say, but will defend to the death your right lk.ra.ld on December 18th saying that Superin- specific to non-existent Come<m,Dr. Edwards, 
by,thatlamunfamiliarwith. Noway! Thisis to say it," attributed to Voltaire's Eg;a,y on tendentofPortland'sschools,ThomasEdwards, makeadecisioninfavoroflife! 
avilead,perpetuating theworstkindofhateand Tolerance, called "a halt to an advisory board's study of 
b~otry. ~e can be no rule or etiquette to rm tom between wanting this sort of whether condoms should be made available in 
allow for this kind of trash. Or so I thought verbal garbage, and the hate it represents, elimi- Portland's high schools." • 
I put in a call to CBW's editor, Seth nated from our lives forever, and the larger While Edwards and his advisors fiddle, 
Sprague. After introducing myself, I asked him picture of preserving the rights guaranteed by Rome is in~ ~urning! We all pretty much 
how he could allow an ad such as this to be the Bill ofRights and ourCoostituti<m. Excedrin know the drill. Prop<ments of c<mdom distnbu-
printed, what weretheguidelines? Heacknowl- Headache number 785 ! I truly believe that tion and sex education are trying to prevent 
edged that the ad was offensive, but suggested denying someone's access to expression, be it further spread of sexually transmitted diseases, 
that my "frustration" should be with the adver- through words, photos, brush strokes, or other including HIV infection. Opponents are yelling 
tiser,nottheCBW. HewentontosaythatCBW mediums, jeopardizes the rights of us all. It thatcondomdistributioncondones teen sex and 
A gift to the business make arrangements. Appointments can be 
made through the office of CPR, 879-1342. 
CO mm unity WeofCPRare grateful to the community 
CPR to provide free check-up at large for your support, and this is one of the 
ways we want to be supportive of you. We 
for busin~ health salute the courage of those in our community 
By: Winnie Weir who are business owners, particularly in the 
As a way of saying thank you to the face of these unsettled economic times. There 
businesses owned by the lesbian, gay, bisexual, are risks involved with operating your own 
and transgendered community in our coverage business. We want to offer this 'preventive 
area, Conummity Pride Reporter is sponsor- check-up' to help insure that we'll all be making 
ing a free business health check-up. the best decisions possible for our business 
Throughspecialarrangementsmadewith futures . A Happy and PROSPEROUS New 
Ms. Cynthia Lupien, business consultant and Year to us all! •00 
motivational coach, with extensive experience 
assisting businesses in the areas of profitability, 
sales, cost control, general marketing issues, 
employee motivation, and more, CPR is spon-
soring her services to insure the continued health 
of our business community. 
Have a heart! 
Valentine's Day, Feb. 14th 
By: Winnie Weir 
In observance of that special day h<mor-
ing Cupid's handiwork, CPR wants to encour-
age the fun and happiness Valentine's Day is 
traditionally noted for. So, if you would like to 
publicly acknowledge your love for someone 
special in your life, here's your chance to dothat, 
and more. 
For $5, CPR will print your 30 word 
message honoring your special love. Money 
received for these 'heartfelt' messages will then · 
be donated by Community Pride Reporter to 
The AIDS Project to be used to support a newly 
created, client produced newsletter. The news-
letter is called In The Affirmative, and it is 
created bypeoplewithHN to serve people with 
HIV and their care givers and loved ones. 
There are costs of production and mailing that 
we can all help defray. Just twenty messages 
will raise $100 for this new venture. Some 
simple math tells me we could raise a substan-
tial sum to help this newsletter succeed. 
In Solidarity, 
7 
to Community Pride Reporter, Suite #634, 142 
High Street, Portland, ME 04101 by the 20th of 
January. 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Yes, I want to be included in the • 
Valentine's Day special tribute. Here's : 
my message and a $5.00 check. • 
• 
• Name • 
• Address • 
• 
City State Zip • 
• 
• 
Message: • 
• 
• 
• 
Ms. Lupien will be providing business 
counseling, free of charge, through March 31st 
She will travel to your site within a 50 mile 
radius of Portland during evening hours. If your 
business establishment is further away, call to Have a heart and help a worthy cause. 
. . Use additional paper, if necessary. 
Use the form below, and mail with your check • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
.-_.-...,.-,.._.,..-_-.,..,,..,...,.__..,,....._,,,_..._,__-..,_....._.-_-..,_..,,.__-._.........,~._--..,_...__,.._......:._,-....,..-,.._-.__.-..,_,.page3-------., 
1993, continued from pag,e 1 and no student handbook listing. The university 
is a United Methodist school. 
a homosexual opened a porno-video rental The Dallas, Texas Police Department said 
store. Not four weeks had passed when ranch- it would continue to exclude gays and lesbians 
ers reported multiple animal mutilations and from jobs as police officers despite a February 
people all over the area sighted UFOs hovering 10th court order. The department contested that 
over their once fair town!" homosexuals are sodomites and sodomy is a Also in January, Rhode Island Governor 
Bruce Sundlun issued an executive order ban- felony in Texas. BY year end the policy would be 
changed. 
ning discrimination in statf: employment. In Kansas, Reverend Fred Phelps was ar-
State Rep. Ed Blackmon blasted the . 
Mi • • . 1 . 1 " all . rested by Topeka pohce on February 17th and ss1Sstpp1 eg1s ature 1or not ocating any . . 
fund " AIDS ed • "I , d Ii . f charged with disorderly conduct He allegedly s1or ucat10n. t sa ere ctiono .. 
'bili' ,, Bl km adm . shed his called attorney Jerry Palmer a fat, ugly, 
responsi ty, ac oin om od ·t " After tin' $250 b d Ph l 11 H ed din 2 'lli s omi e. pos g a on , e ps co eagues. . e propos s~ g mi on said, "Almosteverynightlgetdownonmyknees 
dollars on a pilot AIDS education program. d k the ood L d to 1 let et . . an as g or p ease someone g Pride Beer made its debut m Los Ange- . . . 
1 A '--- b ed b d t' the h xual me mto a court situation. Then I get subpoena es. = rew y an .or omose d 1 · • · " . . powers, an get to cross examine witnesses. 
commum~, a portion of the profits are pledged Phelps is well known in Kansas for his picketing 
to gay/lesbian/AIDS causes. ts'd fun als f AIDS · tuns' • that 
. . ou 1 e er o VIC saymg 
February started off 1with the passmg of ''God Hates F ,, d "G d t di " ags, an ays eserve o e. 
another well-known figure .. Arthur Ashe, the 1984 9 late· the · fultr f . 1 k . h . . came years m guJSe o a l.fSt b ac man to wm t e prest1g1ous . . . . 
W. · bled T · T died fAIDS conservative rehg10us groups demanding that 
un on ennIS ournai~ent, 0 many books be banned from public and school 
Shawn Walsh,(r.) Mr. Safe Sex 1993, with this year's winner, James Prentice. 
James, who is originally from Oregon, is an accounting student at USM. 
You ma also have seen him at · work lace Portland's Nickelodeon. 
relatedcausesonFebruary(>tbat~e~eof~9- libraries. Daddy'sRoommare,HeatherHasTwo 
. The U.S. S~ate wrote an _unmigration Mommies and even Where's Waldo? were tar- stories. Mr. and Mrs. Average American had faced the death penalty for the murder, but 
ban mto law barring people with ~S or gets. A North Carolina woman couldn't find Queers in the living room and they may never Schindler's mother pleaded to the court for 
an~onewhohastestedHIV+fromentermgthe Waldo - but she did home in on a topless sun- get used to it! leniency. 
U~ted Stares. Thehin s~~~-sN~galedlnsto ~ bather! Thank goodness she did not notice the Army Sergeant Joe Zuniga attended the 1993 is the year that Drag Queens stepped 
this ban by attac g 1t to un~ ation titute . al 1 1 highl d ted ldi 1 ted · tli h f th · J hn E Of Health fundin bill containin AIDS re- hand holding ~ale couple_ and fem e coup e. events as a y ecora so er, se ec as mto a spo g t o err own. o pperson, 
g g St Patnck's Day m Boston found on- the 6th Army's 1992 Soldier of the Year. He better known as Lypsinka, was a most sought 
s~mo~ey. ltpassed 7~ 23: ltdefeated the lookers booing, heckling and throwing stink announcedatapressconferencethathewasgay after runway model. And RuPaul was seen 
President s pledge to hft the Bush bombs at 25 proud gay and lesbian Irish march- and upon retuming to his home base at the camping it up on the Arsenio Hall talk show. 
administration'sban. MaineSenatorBillCohen f h "" n..-- ·d· · S 1~ · h · edi I s ea1c· f Ar · Hall h · · ed L Geo Mi nell ted ers. One teen threw a cup o ot co11ee at a .ru;.,.1 10 m an ~rancISCo, e was 11nm ate y p mg o semo , e mVIt ea 
voted yes and r~e tel , vo no. marcher. InNewYorkCity,gaysweredeniedthe discharged. DeLaria,anopenlylesbiancomedian,toappear 
New York City scfirhedo,olsfr chanhis~~orobJ?- right to march in the parade and held a parade of April 26th, an American Airlines flight on his show twice! DeLaria introduces herself 
seph Fernandez was om J m the' Ir 'call . Irel d th /1 b ' ted d . ed al " "AB' D k t" d fu orted rr own. om y, m an , e gay es 1an crew reques , an rece1v approv , 1or a as 1g y e . 
~eb~bo H~:~:t~ an lly supp Irishgroupwasallowedtomarchalongsidetheir "complete chanige of all pillows and blankets Straight actress Kelly Lynch took the 
e am w c um. fellow countrymen. due to gay rights activists on board." The flight breath away from lesbians nationwide in the 
The Ohio Northern University student Astudentsued~UniversityofWyoming was from Washiington D.C. to Dallas and was movie "Three Of Hearts." She played a jilted 
senate voted to deny officiall fe:COgnition of the in Laramie after he was nabbed for writing mes- packed with re1tuming marchers. American lesbian who hires a hustler to seduce, mistreat 
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Alliance. The vote left sages in library books seeking contact with other Airlines made a public apology three days later. and hopefully convince her ex girlfriend to 
the organizati<;>n with no insurance, no money 
gay men. He objected to an undercover campus Senator Jesse Helms made the news in return to her. Kelly was no stranger to the gay 
'Ireatlng the wbofo person 
ls the key to wholeness. 
Counseling avallali>le on a 
sliding ree scale. 
Rose Mary Deinman 
MA.,M.Dh. 
Portland, Mal11e 
207/87!»-0371l 
cop asking him ifhe had taken an HIV test, used May when he called then nominee for Assistant scene, her dad once owned a drag bar in Minne-
condoms or new the identities of gay men in Housing Secretary Roberta Achtenberg a apolis. :-
Laramie who had AIDS. "damnedlesbiant." He added, "If that makes me On July 14th, California Senator Barbara 
Three Marines were acquitted on April abigot,thensobeit" (ltdoes,andheis.) Boxersteppedintotheringtochallengedefense 
13th of charges that they beat a gay man outside The Advocate reported in its May issue secretary Les Aspin to make public a Rand 
a Wilmington, NortnCarolina bar January 30th that the Washinigton D.C. chapter of ACT UP Corporation study regarding homosexuals in 
because they were angry about the president's haddecidedtodisband. Thegroupreportedthat the military. ItappearsthattheDefenseDepart-
plan to lift the ban on gays in the military. Crae it had lost most of its regular members and was ment has had the report (which they commis-
PridgenallegedtheMarinesbeathimwhileshout- having trouble meeting monthly rent. sioned) and kept it under wraps throughout the 
ing "Clinton must pay" as he was leaving the bar. On May 5th, the Supreme Court of Ha- Senate hearings on the subject. The possible 
Attorney's for the marines alleged their actions waii, with a 3-1.ruling, said a state law restrict- reason for keeping the report out of sight was 
were taken in self-defense because bar patrons ing marriage to heterosexual couples was "pre- because the Rand Corporation came to the con-
shouted obscenities and threatened them. sumedtobeunconstitutional." "In otherwords," clusion that there is no reason at all to exclude 
ThebigeventofthedecadewasheldApril according to William Rubinstein of the Gay homosexuals from serving in uniform. The 
24th through the 26th. The Gay/Lesbian/Bi- Rights Project for the ACLU, "the court ruled Defense Department poo-pooed the findings 
sexual March On Washington was short on atten- that, "If amanca11 marry a woman, and a woman See 1993, page 12 
dance but big on accomplishment The NAMES can't marry a woman, that's sex discrimina-
Project AIDS Memorial Quilt was displayed on tion." The next q1uestion is, will other states and 
the Capital Mall, a mass wedding ceremony was thefederalgovemmentrecognizeHawaiiansame 
held on the steps of the Internal Revenue Service sex marriages? 
and Hands Around the Capital were all held on "I sentence you to confinement for the 
Twentieth Century 0 ... 
o-AR{If,kc1S. 
April 24th. The main event, the March, was on rest of your natural life." With those words, the Pottery, Gla_ss, Home Furnishings. 
the 25th. Estimates ranged from a low of300,000 trial of21 year old Terry Helvey came to an end. 
to a high of 1.5 million marchers. The low figure Helvey was foun.d guilty of savagely beating to 
was the "official" department of National Parks death a fellow sailor, Allen Schindler, in a public 
figure which will go down in history books, but restroom in Japan. Schindler had madeitknown 
at least it will be there. C-Span and CNN gave to his superiors that he was gay, and being 
extensive television coverage of the events and harassed on board the ship he was assigned to. 
17 major daily newspapers featured front page He was being reviewed for discharge. Helvey 
Complete Picture Framillg Services , 
Gilding · · Custom Finishes · 
602 CONGRESS ST. PORTLAND 
~ (207) 828-0028 C, 
This and That 
A compilation of miscellaneous 
press releases, musings, and other 
'musts' for publication! 
be chosen by the MGMC Board of Directors. 
The winnec will receive $100 cash and a 1/2 
page season advertisement in our concert bro-
chure. All entries must be postmarked by March 
1, 1994 and mailed to: MGMC Logo Contest, 
P .O. Box 10391, Portland, ME 04104. • .... 
Following up on last month' s CPR article Full Circle of Women Conference: Fol-
on the Womensphere Wintec Retreatforwomen, lowing up on last month's CPR article on this 
to be held February 18-21, 1994, the Press confecence,beingheldattheEssexConfecence 
Release says that the site for this gathering, Center and Retreat in Essex, MA, February 4-6, 
WalnutHillinRaymond,NewHampshire,isset 1994, the brochure says, under "PARTICIPA-
on 36 acres of hilly woods and ponds. It offecs TION'': ' 'Full Cjrcle of Women is for woman-
TEAM MAINE 
Tom 
Hagerty, Jr. 
un-groomed self-guided ski trails. Inside, enjoy identified individuals living their lives as Th.e Gay Games are held every fouryears tog~ 
the warmth of a rustic lodge with woodstQves women-transgendered, nontransgendered, lesbians and gay men the opportunity t 
and intimate lounge areas. A mix and mingle transsexual (preopecative and postoperative), participate in, or watch athletic events in a gay 
party begins the retreat, featuring tunes by all andintersexpeoplelivingaswomen. Participa- positive environment. Th.efourlh Gay Games, 
your favorite female artists. tion by women who identify as lesbian, bi- called Unity '94, will be held in New Yorlc City, 
Saturday you willselectthreeof ten work- sexual, heterosexual, asexual, or other-sexual is June 18th-25th. Team Maine has formed to act 
shops from feminist thecapy to women's health encouraged. Women of all colors, shapes, and as a clearing-house of information about the 
issues to country line dancing. In the evening, a sizes are welcome. If you are not sure whether Gay Games, and as an informational networlc 
women's concect will provide entertainment this confecence is for you, please call us at 508/ for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and trans gendered 
from 7-midnight. Featured artists include 386-7737." athletes in Maine. 
Portland's Kiµi Volk, Portsmouth's The conference will attempt to address ThenextmeetingofTeamMainepartici-
Yagottawanna, and New Hampshire's own questions such as, "What do we share in our pants will be held in Biddeford on Sunday, 
blues, folk and new c~untry group, Ladies souls that leads us to expecience our lives as January 23rd at 2:00 PM. at the University of 
Choice. women'!' "Can we free ourselves from patriar- New England. We will meet in the parking lot 
Sunday is packed with more workshops cbal doctrine enough to encompass our tremen- to go next door to a members' home and discuss 
and activities, including an early spirituality dous variety'!' "What power can we tap with plans for the Gay games. We will return to UNE 
secvice. Hiking,skiing, videos,games,andjust divecsity that can't be touched with unifor- followingthemeetingtomakeuseoffreepasses 
plain relaxing are available all weekend long. mityT' "What unique gifts can we bring to to the athletic facility that have been provided 
Meals and snacks are vegetarian, and all partici- feminism'!' for Team Maine members. 
pants will share community tasks. Cootact For those who have been excluded from At this meeting we will discuss plans for 
Keryn Krieg} at 603/659-2139 for more details. women's events, this is a chance to be included marching under a "Maine" banner during open-
Cost of entire time is $95 if registeced before in women's space. For those who have taken 
January 17th or $110 if registered by February womanhoodforgranted,itwillcballengeallom 
7th. ..... assumptions about gender, says the intriguing 
brochure. The Centec is on 18 acres of peaceful 
ing ceremonies of the Games, and then have 
time to play volleyball, swim, or use the indoor 
track and weight-room at UNE. 
Call the contact people to make.. sure the 
meeting is still on if the weather is bad, if you 
have questions, or if you need directions or more 
information. Contacts are: 
Swimming,Royal-775-3630; Cycling, 
Michael-871-9940; Marathon, Triathalon, Track 
& Field, Bob-799-7981; Badminton, Andrea-
781-4747; Racquetball, Jody-764-5581. ••• 
CaJling all creative art divas ! ! ! The woods adjacent to 250 acres of consecvation 
Maine Gay Men's Cborus is sponsoring an art land, within walking distance of the ocean. Hot 
contest to design our future chorus logo. Use tub and sauna available. Healthy, mainly veg-
your artistic, creative abilities to design what etarian, meals served. Cost is $250, some 
you think would represent the diversity of a fine scholarship money may be available. Call the 
choral arts organization. The winning entry will above number for further information. m•• 
--------------------
KATAHDIN 
Leslie Feinberg to visit 
Maine cities 
POR1LAND: Wintetfalcon/RichProduc-
tions announces the appearance of Leslie 
Equal Protection Maine 
PORTLAND to meet 
By: Richard B. Fried 
Feinbecg, author of Stone Butch Blues (Fire- On January 17, 1994, FPM POR1LAND 
brand Books, Ithaca, NY), in southern Maine, will meet at 7 PM at St Luke's Church, 143 
February 8-13, 1994. State Street, Portland 
Leslie Feinberg grew up differently The main topics of the meeting areFund-
gendeced in a blue-collar town in the 1950's. raising strategy, Future planning, and Brain-
She came out as a butch in the bars and factories storming. The meeting will be non-structural in 
of Buffalo, NY in the pre-feminist '60' s. She nature. 
writes from the unique vantage point of a woman While itis still notacectainty, hope springs 
who enteced a female-to-male transsexual pro- eternal that Carolyn Cosby and her Concerned 
gram in the early 1970's and has written and Maine Families group will not gatbec the re-
spoken widely about her expeciences as a pass- quired number of signatures to put the anti-gay 
ing woman. She is a political activist who has referendum question on the Novembec '94 bal-
been a part of the lesbian/gay struggle since lot. Preparations need to move forward, bow-
before the Stonewall rebellion, a membec of evec, in ordec to have a response to this, or any 
Workers' World Party for 20 years and a con- othecobviousattemptstotakeawaytherightsof 
tributingeditorto Workers' World. StoneButch the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendeced 
~ is hec first novel. communities. 
Editor's note: See the CPR Calender of Events For directions to the church, or more 
for appearance da.tes, times and locations. information, call 879-1342. • .. 
T.h• .. d. A 1· · •·  =.1.r· ,_: / .n.n.u.a . 
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CPR~ 
NACHAS! 
By Rita M. Kiss en 
(NACHAS: a Yiddish word meaning "pride," 
pronounced with the accent on the first syllable, 
which rhymes with "Bach.") 
from erudite discussions of gays in history to Community Dialogue ... When I come out at the dentist's office by 
requests for a gay-friendly bed and breakfast in This space is provided to those who wish to mentioningmypartner,sheasks, "What business 
Pittsburgh. While there is no way of knowing engage in public debate around specific issues, are you in?" When my lover and I want to rent 
how many people subscribe to GAYNET (the or who wish to infomz readers on topics of avidootowatchonSaturdaynightwhilecuddling 
"membership" list is confidential, and one need interest and concern to our community. together,theonlyimagesavailableareofwomyn 
notpostamessagetosubscribe), my guess is that Submissions should be kept to 500 words. and men . The only acceptable love is 
many follow the net for the sheer fun of reading This month we are printing two submissions heterosexist 
the daily exchanges on everything from mo- dealing with the issue of invisibility. Every billboard, magazine ad, television 
One of the "perks" of academic life is nogamy to Madonna, or just feeling connected to commercial and media image are not meant for 
access to E-mail, the electronic mail system othersinthegayandgay-affirmativecommunity. Bi The Way me. The church I grew up in denies my 
linking universities, corporations, and anyone GA YNET is also an excellent way to existence. 
• · - T ~ .. ,.;no keeo up with current events. Subscnbers knew By: Vivian 1 Holmes The most painful invisibility comes at the hands 
.t the battle between Apple Computer and Being different within a community that of the woman who bore me. She cannot even let 
Iiams County, Texas, long beforeithittheAP is already different can be one of those growing the WORD pass her lips, the "L" word. When 
~(thecompany'sgay-friendlydomesticpart- experienceslifealwaysseemstogiveus. You'd my lover and I visit, she tells friends on the 
ship policy led officials in the county to reject think that by the time you start approaching the phone that I am there, but excludes mention of 
_,pie's bid to build a plant there, but happily, the big 'five-O' you could rest a little. my life partner. 
JCision was reversed). 1brough GAYNET, I I'mafirmbelieverinsupportingourown How do I make myself visible? The saying 
xst learned details of the triumphant passage of business community. Recently, a friend and I goes, "Itis more difficult to be ignored than to be 
1 law protecting the rights of lesbian and gay visited a lesbian owned store that had a nice hated." So I come out as I safely can. It is only 
;tudents in Massachusetts, of David Mixener' s collection of art, cards, tapes, pins, etc. As I a light in the dark. I put bumper stickers on my 
fence-mending meeting with Bill Clinton, and of poked around, I could feel my anger rising. car, wear shirts that define who I am. I will no 
recent attacks on lesbians and gay men in Missis- Once again I was feeling isolated, discounted longer change pronouns or hide my identity to 
sippi (another event still missing from the main- and invisible. "pass" as heterosexual. 
streammediaasofthis writing). On WorldAIDS As I searched through an extensive col- Still, the world continues to feel heterosexist. 
Day last November, GA YNET featured a mov- lection of pins, Icouldn 'tfind any bisexual pride One author states that womyn loving womyn is 
ing summary ofobservances and ACT-UP dem- material. Trying hard to control my building a threat to the patriarchy. How dare two womyn 
onstrations all over the world. anger, I asked the proprietor if she carried any feelwholewithoutaman. 1beworldaroundme 
E-mail is undeniably a forum for the Bi-pride merchandise. Alli heard was a curt and reflects this bias. ... 
privileged, thoseofus withaccesstocorporateor perfunctory "No." In my head, that "No" trig-
university mainframes or enough money to buy I gered all the hurt and discrimination I feel 
into the networlcs marketed to home computer lesbian and gay men lay on bisexual peopl~ 
users. Yet despite its elitism, E-mail reminds me never mind what straights put out there. 
that letter writing, once deemed a casualty of the Once again, I was faced with another one 
-----------
20th century, is alive and well on the network. of those 'gawd awful' growth experiences. Not • 
ry;-starrana "--- ----:-:--.-.-~- People do want to talk to each other. They even only was I feeling slapped in the face, but I had METRO Club without a ' 
sities as well as others working in bus mess, want to write to each other. And then, they want to decide whether I wanted to •educate' one h ~ 
government, and at home. Anyone can post a to write back. more time. Offle. •• 10r nOW 
message, and the bulletin board features a PeopleonGA YNETdisagreeviolently, I'm tired, tired of the hurt and tired of By: Winnie Weir 
constantly changing array of items ranging and their disagreements mirror the arguments always having to educate. Had I not been with In the December issue of CPR, the 
See NACHAS,page 12 a friend that day, I would have left and never METROQubannouncedtheirmovefromtheir 
--------------------
so, ,vhat is 111otivational coaching?? 
* 
_,r.11·ng dreains * :o ~ore* expecting the very best 
{~us' ed1orc . * * 
* 'l1ty rese-n'- * 
\n \\le V dreatl\ 
* \i~lW, t * daring to 
* cat· * * * p urmg your spirit 
Motivational Coaching 
14! High Street, Portland • 353-5850 • Cindy Lupien, MF.d. 
spent my 'bi' dollars there again. Lewistonhometotheirnew location in Auburn. 
Waiting for my friend allowed me to cool Their ad invited us to celebrate New Year's eve 
down. I decided to try another approach I with them in an extravaganza complete with 
wanted to test what the "No" meant Did it mean special midnight show.and all the frills. 
"yourlifeandrealityarenotworthyofnote" or Well, you've hood of Murphy's law-
simply that ''no one ever requested such mer- whatever can go wrong will go wrong. Yep! 
chandise, and I never thought of carrying it?" 1be deal fell through. METRO Qub owner, 
This time the experience had a pleasant Tim Pinkham wants all his customers to know 
ending. The proprietor and I had a great discus- that he is working on other location possibilities 
sionaboutdesigningbi-prideproducts,andhow and will keep you posted through this paper. 
she would start searching for and carrying bi- The good news is that despite the tum of events, 
pride material. Tim threw a party anyway! A MEfRO Club-
A small triumph; a win-win situation. If At-Large party was held at the multi-purpose 
life could always be so simple. buil4ing across from the ice arena It was a 
My wish for the New Year is that all BYOB, with food, a special show, and all the 
people will be accepted for whom they are. I frills. • .. 
.especially wish that my own community will 
mature into a loving, caring family, who 
accepts and cares for all its diverse members, be 
they bisexual, transgendered, lesbian, or gay 
men. . .. 
Lesbian Invisibility 
By: Bobbi Miller 
I hate my invisibility. 1be world screams, · 
"Don't ask, Don't tell." I resent telemarketers 
who ask for "Mrs." while invading my privacy 
athome. And, at the doctor's office, the womyn 
asks my husband'snameso she can find my file 
under its rightful place. 
l u~ 
't.. ~,. Pam Anderson 
~ • • t Oller" dtclldt of apmmct 
, ,1;;;'>i.. - 4IS " l41WYtr & educator ,~~v . 
-. 
SEPARATION OR DIVORCE? 
PARTNERSHIP Issue.? 
LF.GAL QUF.STIONS? 
Holistic Leg11l Consulting, 
Mtdi11tion & lnfomuition Servicts 
A SOLtmON FOR 1HE 90's! 885-0031 
By: Peter J. Callnan, CPA 
David 
Smith, Ed.D. 
Lessons from the 
the group. This was both a new undC£standing 
and an important distinction for me. 
When working with people of color with 
AIDS, I quickly ·saw how they were denied 
access: to medical care, to information, to finan-
cial support for their community institutions, -
all examples of racism. Seeing racism from this 
angle gave me hope, however, around some of 
the solutions we might use to deal with our 
societal racism Rather than just focus on indi-
viduals who are discriminated against, we need 
to also look at the institutions of social control 
that reinfon:e or create that lack of access and 
in a few cases, helped us do the hard worlc: of the 
epidemic. 
The racism of the epidemic, for me, also 
gave me firsthand knowledge of tfue multi-
culturalism. I worked with so many people of 
different races, ethnicities, and sexual orienta-
tions to build organizations and responses to the 
epidemic that I knew we could worlc: together 
successfully. Yes, it's hard to put our fears and 
prejudices aside, but many of us can do just that 
when confronted by racism in this epidemic. 
AIDS service organizations; organizations to 
provide access to clinical trials for people with 
With the passage of the Revenue Rec-
onciliation Act of 1993, those affected are 
wondering what they can do to lessen the tax 
bite, or to take advantage of the new law. 
Here are a few suggestions to assist you in 
minimizing your tax liability for 1994. These 
will not apply to all taxpayers, and some will 
require special planning with help. The best 
time for tax planning is at the beginning of a 
year, not in December. Taking action now 
could result in substantial tax savings for 
1-994. 
epidemic 
Part VI racism. AIDS, educational organizations and substance 
I. Consider municipal bonds and in- Happy New Year! New beginnings both Institutional racism is what the late Mar- abuse treatment programs with which I worlc:ed 
vestments generating capital gains. The in- frighten and excite us. We are hopeful that tin Luther King, Jr. so eloquently spoke about in were sometimes able to take a multi-cultural 
creased rates may make the after-tax yield of things can be different, that this time things will his "I have a dream speech." As we celebrate the approach and provide services to all. Every step 
municipal bonds more attractive. Switching change. So often we are scared of change, glorious memory of this great American, it wetaketoendracism,bylivingaltematively, is 
to investments, or investment funds, which though. OurlookingatthelessonsthattheAIDS becomesimportanttoexamineourheartstosee important 
minimize current earnings while maximizing epidemic is teaching us is one way to reflect on if we have our own dreams that can end racism We have a long way to go. We are still 
appreciation may be wise. With the top indi- who we are as a people. Change is posstble and Ourpreventioneducationefforts, we soon · racist, but understanding is the first step of any 
vidual rate (39. 6%) and more than 11 % higher safe aftei- thoughtful reflection. learned, needed to be culturally sensitive. That change. We can use the lessons of this epidemic 
than the maximum capital gain rate (28 % ), it America-land of the free! Unless you are education is most successful when it begins to help us change, help us have anew beginning. 
pays to invest for long-term capital gains not free. Unless you are different. Unless your where the "student" is has become a greatlesson We can continue the effort to expose and elim.i-
rather than ordinary incgme such as interest ancestors were once slaves. Racism-one of our of this epidemic. 1be clear educational worlc: of nate racism in our world. 
or dividends. ugliest secrets and powerful realities is seen so Paulo Friere articulaied this in his book, &da: Next month: Addiction and AIDS ... 
2. Shift income. If you are in the top tax clearly by our experience in this epidemic. &A&Y of the Oppressed,. People also needed - - - - - - - - - -
bracket, see if you can shift income to other . As early as 1985, CDC statistics showed educators they could trust and who understood 
taxpayers, such as your children who are age that40percentofthe men with AIDS were men their culture so that they could safely hear the -------- - ----- ------
14, or your domestic partner who is in a lower of color. 80% of the women with AIDS were messages of prevention in this very scary cpi-
tax bracket. If your income fluctuates, you women of color. Still magazine covers featured demic. 
may also benefit by equalizing income be- middle class white women when they spoke African-Americans, Caribbeans, Asians, 
tween years as much as possible. It may be about the impact of AIDS on women. And, it Latinos,allpointedoutourracismtous. America 
better to be in the 31 % bracket in each of 2 was years later that we beg~ to fund programs is .racist we beard, and that racism is getting in 
years, than in the 28 % bracket in one year and for prevention and services in communities of the way of saving lives at risk for IIlV. I am 
the 39.6% bracket the next year. color. African-American women with AIDS grateful and thankful to so many who stood so 
3 . Reduce your taxable income by in- die more quickly than others because they have strongly against the racism of this epidemic 
creasing itemized deductions or making an solittleaccesstomedicalcare. Gaymenofcolor because we all benefit from these lessons. We 
IRA contribution. Maximize your itemized are often overlooked by their native communi- find that other minority cultures or sub-cultures 
deductions when possible. For example, the ties and the often white dominated gay commu- affected by this epidemic also needed their own 
fourth quarter estimated tax payment to the nity. Racism is real. Racism is one of the approaches. For example, gay men need sexu-
State of Maine may not be due until January reflections we receive when we look into the ally explicit information that reflects their sexu-
of 1995, but by making the payment before mirror of this epidemic. ally explicit culture. 
December 31, 1994, it can be taken as an LongbeforeAIDS,ataday-longseminar When worlc:ing with prison guards, we 
itemized deduction and reduce your taxable on racism in 1974, Beryl Banfield was explain- had to learn from ~ about who they were 
income. Making an IRA contribution will ing the difference between racism and preju- before any effective education could be done. 
also reduce your taxable income. This can be dice. She said that "if you dislike people just 1be most successful educational effort in the 
done for 1993 as long as you make the contri- because of their race, you are prejudiced, but if prisons, that I was part of, was led by a former 
bution before April 15, 1994 when your re- you deny than access you are racist" All the prison guard. While teaching physicians about 
turn is due. Be certain to review the limits "isms", racism, sexism, and heterosexism rely addiction,Ileamedthatmedicalpersonnelhave 
affecting individuals covered by employer primarily on denial of access to the member of their own culture and need their own "culturally 
plans however, before you decide how much sensitive" education. So learning from racism, 
to contribute. 
Please be certain to consult with a tax 
professional regarding which of these plan-
ning ideas is appropriate for you. In next 
month' s article we will be looking at some 
general questions people ask when they begin 
to prepare their tax returns. If you have any 
specific question, please feel free to send 
them in. Also, if there are money matter areas 
of special interest you would like to see 
focused on in future articles , please let us 
know. 
Honeck & O'Toole will be presenting a 
free, one hour seminar on Financial Planning 
for Domestic Partnerships on January 18, 
1994 at 5 :30 PM at our offices at 50 Portland 
Pier. Anyone interested in attending should 
R.S .V.P. at 774-0882. Until next time, 
Happy New Year! ••• 
Gay and Lesbian Tours 
Gay Games IV - New York City 
June 18-25 
• RSVP Cruises 
• Atlantis Events 
• Windjammer 
Join over 1 million Gays and Lesbians as we Cruises 
celebrate Gay Games IV and the 25th Anniver- • Olivia Cruises 
sary of Stonewall. Head to NYC for the week or • Dude Ranches • 
the weekend. Call us to make your travel arrange- • Rafting Trips 
ments. Hotel space is very limited. • Much more 
Adventure Tours, Inc. ADVENTURE TRAVEL, INC. 
Two Elsie Way ~ f .0. Box 661 0 
Scarborough, ME 0407 4 
(207) . 885-5060 
11 ~ iY\ 
Member 
International Gay Travel Association 
Grandmere's Farm 
Buckfield, ME 
207 /336-2484 
Creamy white sheep pelts 
3" fleece -
Meat: lamb- whole or half 
rabbit 
"Gayly" raised & cared for. 
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Women in Harmony 
By: Georgia Nichols & Winnie Weir 
During the summer montm of 1993, a 
small group of women began meeting to dis-
cuss forming a women's chorus in Portland. 
Each came to the initial meeting with a seed of 
a vision. Subsequent meetings watered and 
fertilized these seeds of vision beginning a 
process of growth. This fall saw the harvest as 
thirty-five diverse voices blended togethet- in 
musical1wmony. 
Women in Harmony isanot-for-profit 
organization of women who love singing, re-
gardless of musical or singing ability. Mem-
bership is open and inclusive, welcoming 
women of all sexual orientations. The pur-
poses of the group are to provide a positive and 
supportive environment for women of diverse 
backgrounds to explore group singing; to fos-
ter appreciation of women's choral music in 
the community through performance and mu-
ducted at the Robert Shaw Oioral W orlc:shop at 
Carnegie Hall in New Y ode: City. She has been 
guestconductorfortheNew England Women's 
Symphony, as well as conducting the Interna-
tional Oioral Festival in Warwick, England, 
and numerous New England Music Festivals 
for Jr. and Sr. High students. 
"Sunny•:, a childhood nickname, "is a 
descriptive image for this charming and enthu-
siastic woman" says one chorus member. 
"Sunny gently shapes the phrases with her 
hands, much as a potter does with clay. The 
voices swell, and the music flows in an exciting 
moment when inanimate notes, mere ink-spots 
on a page, are given a life of their own. This is 
music, indescribable music," continues the 
chorus member. 
Despite the various skill levels present, 
Sunny's teaching and conducting experience 
are obvious in her poised and focused interac-
tion with the group. When asked about her 
early impressions of the chorus, she responded 
Photo by Katbleen Potts 
sitively. "It is really early in our rehearsal 
iedule, and we come from diverse back-
)UDds and musical experience. Diversity is 
1J1edling to cherish. Celebrating that we are 
>men is our common thread, music is our 
mmon purpose." 
WomenlnHarmonyhasdevelopedfrom 
~assroots group, spirited by Lee Bryant, to a 
It-for-profit organization with the following 
ected officers: Kate Austin, Coordinator; Bar-
,ra Rachel, Co-coordinator; Alyson 
wnmings, Secretary and Legal Advisor; 
iaron Brown, Treasurer; and Sylvia Sims, 
---
ibrarian. The musical accompanist is Linda 
--------·-r--•~" ........ WllLY L.I\OnlS, Pryor has con-
TI1E . WtQT 58 &:r:i!~eet 
~ l9IDE 113-8223 ~~ Qf.oTAUQAm' . 
Cuisine with a flair! 
Serving from 5 p.m. 
Casual ambiance 
Closed on Mondays 
Marks. Our American Sign Language music 
signer is Tania Hubacher. 
The debut of Women in ffin!nony is 
scheduled for February 12th. They will present 
"Renaissance to Rock: 400 Years of Music 
for Women" atthelmmanuelBaptistOiun:h, 
156 High Street in Portland. Performance time 
is 8 :00 PM. In the event of a snow storm, the 
concert will be held on Sunday, February 13th 
at 3:00 PM at the same location. 
Ticket prices are $10 in advance, $6 for 
seniorsandstudents,and$12atthedoor. They 
areavailableatMacbeans' Music in Brunswick, 
Amadeus Music in Portland, and Sister Cre-
ations in Freeport. 
Membership will re-open following the 
initial performance and women are encour-
aged to join or speak with a chorus member to 
get more information or call 77 4-4940. As a 
most vivacious soprano put it, "Now this is a 
sister act!" ... 
-----------
OUT!ofTown 
Pa~T. 
Bernard 
This month, I thought I would tell you 
about some of the travel options available for 
gays, lesbians, and bisexuals. There are quite 
a few tour companies offering group packages 
specificallydesignedforourcommunity. Here 
are some that have come across my desk re-
cently. 
Atlantis Events runs two week-long, 
all-inclusive programs at Club Med. The first 
is Qub MedHuatulco on the Mexican Riviera, 
February 5-12. The second is Club Med Playa 
Blanca in Mexico, April 23-30. Atlantis Events 
buys out these Club Med facilities for the week 
and then markets them for about 350 gay men. 
Their"all-inclusive" packagepriceof$895 per 
person covers most everything ( except airfare 
and liquor). 
James Dean Vacations (yes, it is his 
real name) offers several package tours. The 
first is to the Sydney Australia Mardi Gras, 
leaving March 1st The 7 day package starts at 
$1,437 and includes airfare from Los Angeles. 
'Ibey also have a tour going to Rio, the gay 
capital of South America, leaving April 23rd. 
This? dayall-inclusivepackagestartsat$1,856 
per person with airfare from Miami. Also 
scheduled for 1994areski trips to New Zealand 
in July and an Amazon River Cruise in Oct<r 
her. 
Anderson International Travel offers 
individual packages to various destinations in 
Europe, including Amsterdam, Munich, Lon-
don, and Paris. They also have options for a 
"camle stay" in Holland. Rates very according 
to the city of your choice and the length of stay. 
Toto Tours (Adventure Travel for 
''Friends of Dorothy") has a group tour to 
Maui, Hawaii scheduled for March 12-20 for 
$995plusairfare. Inaddition, they are offering 
a tour of the Mayan Ruins of Mexico, running 
January 22-29 for $995 plus airfare. February 
6-12 and 13-19, they are offering Sailing in the 
British Virgin Islands on a 95 ft. schooner, 
priced at $925 plus airfare. Join the group 
going to Costa Rica, April 8-18 for a fun 10 
days of snorlceling, white water rafting, hiking, 
and wild night-life. They also offer seve7al 
STATE THEATRE 
~ Cabaret Fun I .
Ser'Yla Dlnlnn 
A,allable &U£t 
DIRECT FROM IRELAND! . 
Sat. Jan. 15th, 8 pm 
Clancy Brothers & 
Robbie O'Connell 
with special guests Northeast Winds 
Llve Theater returns to the STATE 
Jan. 26th, 7:30 pm 
Troupe America Presents 
GHOSTS STORI~ 
Adapted by Robert Pridham from 
stories from Stephen King 
Movies Return to the STATE 
Sat. Jan. 29th, 2 pm, 6:30 and 9:15 
2001: SPACE ODYSSEY 
See this Classic on an 800 sq. ft. 
screen with concert sound 
Comedy DOUBLE HEADER 
Feb. 4th, 8 pm 
EMO PHILIPS 
with special guest Brian Powers 
rafting trips in Utah and in the Grand Canyon, 
scheduled for June and July. Or spend a week 
in the wilds ofBanff, Canada horseback riding, 
hiking, and canoeing. 
RSVP SeaSpirit promotes week-long 
cruises aboard their own ship. Their 7 day 
packages run from $895-$1395 plus airfare. 
FromJanuarytoMarch, ~ arerunning weekly 
cruises of the Caribbean-mostly in and out of 
St Thomas. Starting in April, the cruises will 
See TOWN, page 9 
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L: 
fter the vote? • A look back at Lewiston. 
Staff Writer and member of Outright I Portland 
,ting place at the end of the often intense 
hour support group, that they find the 
rage to come back, the courage to reach 
to other gay and lesbian youth, the strength 
:ndure the adjustment of leaving solitary 
ation, the individuality to not get caught 
n the fast lane of the community that can 
~pecially destructive to a young heart. 
Where no one can see me kneel, when 
one can hear me cry and shout and call out 
iod to protect them, I pray for their safety, 
1sical and emotional, in an insane world 
ere the 'people of God' rise up against the 
y_.__peoples they have been called to reach 
Later, at eleven, one station barely men- out to. 
tioned the Lewiston vote. Another seemed to The next night, news of the Lewiston 
mock the defeat. I leaned back into the couch, protest, which ended in arrests, and, merci-
into a friends arms, and thought I could really fully, no serious injuries, circulated quickly 
feel the hopes and prayers of the whole state through the community. I had just left Maine 
sinking within me. Gay Men's Chorus rehearsal. Friends from 
I have not been out an entire year yet, the chorus and I sat around a table in 
and have barely overcome homophobia in my W oodfords Cafe and I vocalized my fear. "Is 
personal life. To see eight thousand people in Lewiston going to become a war zone?" I 
one city vote against offering their entire asked out loud. 'Are the children going to 
community legal security for their individu- suffer the worst?' I asked myself silently. 
ality as people was a silent heartbreak for me. I have a lesbian friend who works at a 
I closed my eyes and turned my head into my fastfoodrestaurantandisconstantlyreminded 
friends shoulder. Then I succeeded in push- to do her job and keep quiet about anything 
ing back the tears, later I did not. else. I have a gay friend who recently dropped 
Anyone who knows me will tell you I out of college. One of the most pressing 
have a big-brother complex. It is an orienta- reasons was that he was experiencing consis-
tion of personality that makes me naturally tent vocal taunting along the halls of his 
predisposed to care for the emotional well- dorm. His first roommate even moved out, 
being of others, especially those my age and unable to handle my friends very low-key 
younger. This world ·beats the hell out of its sexuality. 
children enough, and it's gay, lesbian and I have an 'adopted' younger brother in 
bisexual children more. I've been one of a long term relationship who recently went 
them. shopping for a new car, planning to go in on 
What I felt when I huddled into my the loan with his boyfriend. Despite good 
friends arms, and later when I wept, was the credit, he wondered if his age, or his sexual-
weight of an entire group of people, gay, ity, would prevent the securing of the loan. 
lesbian and bisexual youth, who will now Sureitwouldbeoneortheother,heneverhad 
have to fight harder and experience even a chance to find out. Unemployment put his 
more pain than ever in the city of Lewiston plans on the back burner. Reason for dis-
just to be able to safely say out loud that they missal? Non-professional conduct. 
are who they are, they love who they love, and I am a blessed man. I have the privilege 
that they are okay. to earn my keep in a straight business, but run 
I jumped to the phone after the news by a lesbian sister in the community. I reside 
report and dialed a friend in Lewiston. "How under the secure roof of my supportive mother. 
are you?" I asked casually. "Feeling like I've I have known that other gay people my age 
been betrayed," he answered flatly. He, like exist since February of this year, and I am 21 
myself, was not a part of a political organiza- years old. Why do I become involved in other 
tion, but had as much at stake on that ballot people's pain? 
question as did. More, given his home and Becauselrecallalltoclearly-lhavethe 
work are both in Lewiston. journal entries since my freshman year in 
I am a regular face at Portland Outright. high school- the taunting in the halls, the 
I see many other familiar faces every week, slashed tire in the parking lot, the hushed 
and sometimes, new ones: young, old, male, counseling session in the guidance office, the 
female, cute, butch-young people who know eyes that either stared me down, or refused to 
they are differently oriented, living in a world meet my own. How very, 
that demands sexual "sameness". Outright very alone I was. Knowing myself, doubting 
welcomes them, encourages them to know the rest of the world. · 
that they are not alone, and introduces them to "I believe that some day I will no longer 
others who have stood and often still stand be alone." I wrote those very words in my 
where they stand. journal more times than I can count. Today, 
I always pray that when they leave this nearly eight years since those journals began, 
and eight months since I met my first openl: 
gay lo-year old at the door of a church iJ 
Portland on a cold February evening, I am nc 
longer the only gay young person I know. 
I see angry adults making political vol-
leys and affecting the future of hundreds of 
gay young people in Maine, many in Lewiston, 
ultimately gay youth everywhere, and I shud-
der. 
I don ' t believe in a hateful God. I 
believe in a loving God, and I pray when I pull 
the covers over my head at night, and I pray 
before I drive the truck out of the yard in the 
morning. Please, God, keep the young ones 
safe, and help them fmd each other, and 
explore their sexuality safely. Give them the 
courage to reach out for affirming support, tc 
discover they are not diseased, or sinful, o 
wrong, and they are not going to hell because 
they love this way. Each and every one TOWN, continued from page 8 
of them is priceless. Tell them about 774-
HELP and Outright. Help them to know they are be out of Miami, and will cruise to Key West 
no longer alone, and they never have to be Olivia Cruises and Resorts runs pack-
again." •• ages for women only. 1hey offer a Mexican, 
-----------
HAPPY 
NE,W 
YEAR! 
Simple and Elegant 
Catering for Everyone 
Barbara's 
Barbara Winthrop 
Chef 
• Soups, stews & santfwicfr.ts for picnics 
• Canafefigfr.t /inner for two at fr.ome 
• 9fearty sanawicfr. pfatters for tfr.e office 
• Ligfr.t lips 6efore. your own preparations 
• Just desserts {from 9(.ristina 's in 'lJatfr.) 
• J.1n open fr.ouse for 6usintss dients 
• Pre.-concert 6uffets 
• (jaffery openings 
• ~fr.earsa[ /inners 
• 'Wufaings 
For free menus and brochures 
call 799-4734 
Caribbean, and Yucatan Cruise in February, a 
Club Med at Playa Blanca in April/May, and 
Club Med Sonora Bay in October, and a New 
York to Montreal.cruise in Julv,__-______ __._ ...... 
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tn Feature: The Matlovich Society 
ith Lois Galgay Reckitt and Howard Solomon 
By: bike Balboni, Staff Writer 
d Matlovich died in 1988. 27th, there will be a Poetry Performance b) 
Ron thought it a shame that gay people Craig Hickman, whoisanaward-winningpoet, 
naware of their history, so he wanted to singer and satirist I don't plan to miss this one, 
1 organization that would senre to inform do you? 
y community. One of the benefits of the move to the 
1be organization is not national, but there Holiday Inn is that you won't have to leave the 
: of another chapter opening in San Fran- building at 9 PM. 1he program will still end at 
For some reason, I thought the Matlovich that time, but people will be able to stay and 
ty was a national group. socialize, unlike at the library. 
Howard chimed in at this point saying that, Lois speculated that several things have 
. of what makes this organization unique is happened here in Portland, in part, because the 
ombination of educational, social and cul- Matlovich Society helped create a community 
elements. It's also unusual in our commu- in which it was safe to do things. She feels that 
to have women and men working equally the good will generated by the organization 
1ec, and that's really something we've done helped the Equal Protection Portland___,"'4.1 _ __ ~-
be very beginning, and that's a uniqueness. Lois said that what they tried to do was create a dence occurred w OlS sfiowea tne 1>1ogra-
westarted in Portland, it was just at the time place where lesbians, gays and bisexuals could phy of Leonard Matlovich to Ron Mc Clinton. 
emergence of lesbian and gay political come together to learn about their history and Thece is a photograph in the book of Leonard 
r--""~....,,,"'P',.,....,....,......,,"'Pl'~~- ------and sense of identity, so I think there's their current reality, as well as a place to feel receivinghisPurpleHeart,whichhewasawarded 
which person-affirming programs and discus-
sions are presented to the community. 
I asked them about the origins of the 
Matlovich Society, and Lois, who is the co-
founder of this organization, gave the follow-
ing account: It was founded in response to a 
conversation Ron McClinton had with another 
gay man in which it became clear to Ron that 
this man didnotknowwho LeonardMatlovich 
~ - • ,,.,.J,. 1,.,..... 1990, 
' 
something remarlcably local about us in the best goodaboutthemselves,andsocializesomeplace for service in Vietnam. When Ron saw this 
sense. We mightnever have happened in another othec than at a bar. photo, he realized that it was his stepfather who 
setting, or time in history. There's something Howard elaborated on the purpose of the washandingthemedaltoLeonard. 1hehandof 
very specific about Ron McClinton being here, organization by saying that in addition to educa- fate seemed involved here. Ron McClinton • s 
what was happening in Maine in 1990-91, and all tional and social activities, they wanted to help stepfather was Matlovich • s commander in Viet-
of that" people who were struggling with coming out by nam. 
Lois adds, "Our first meeting was in May providingaffirmationthroughacknowledgment Matlovichcameoutpubliclyin 1975. He 
of 1991. Ron was ill, and I think he wanted to of gay history and shared struggle, and even was the first to come out, and was subsequently 
leave something behind. He wanted to create provideasafeplaceforclosetedpeopletocome. thrown out of the Air Force. Eventually, he 
something in the community that would out last 'We try to be as embracing of tho whole com- wonhiscasc. "Matlovich was a wodcing guy.an 
him. and surely that has happened." munity as we can be, and in that, we• ve been ordinary guy who lived an extraordinary life," as 
LoisattributesthesuccessoftheMatlovich successful." Howard put it I had many questions about 
Society to several factors. She concurred with Someone who doesn't show for four or Leonard Matlovich, though I had heard of him, 
Howard's point about timing, but, she amplifies, five months will then come to a program that and known something about his case. 
"we struck a chord with the kind of programs we they are interested in. Lois says that some Howard and Lois graciously allowed me 
wererunning. TheotherreasonisthatRon would people come to programs that they wouldn't to borrow the biography of Leonard Matlovich 
call every single one of the people who signed in normally be interested in, for example, they had entitled, Matloyich · The Good Soldier, by 
atthemeetingandtellthemhowgladhewasthat a big crowd for "Homosexuality in Oassical MikeHippler,which lstronglyrecommend. It 
they had come, and hoped that they would be Japan." is intelligently written and even suspenseful. 
back at the next one, and tell them when that was. 1he program topics are announced to all One is compelled to find out what life had in 
He did this after every meeting." 1600 members via the mailing list, and every store for this m<5dest hero. A worthwhile addi-
The group decided that they would have week in the O!sro Bay Weekly and othec Port- tion to your list of books to read in 1994. 
speakers, and Lois was among their first She land papers. 1he Socrety puts out its program For further background, they loaned me, 
moderated a panel presentation on ''Domestic four times a year so they are now announcing My Countzy, My Rid)t to Serve. a collection of 
Violence in the Lesbian and Gay Community." their plans through the end of April. experiences of gay men and women in the 
There were 16 people at the first meeting, and I was very interested in exactly who military, WW II to the present, edited by Mary 
through Ron's efforts, the attendance at subse- Leonard Matlovich was, and we discussed this Ann Humphrey, a must, it's even erotic. 
quent meetings grew, exponentially, until soon, simple and honorable man. An amazing coinci-
there were 150 people present 
1he firstmeetings were held at the People's 
Building on Brackett Street upstairs from Good 
Day Market, but the increase in numbers drove 
the organization to find new quarters, which they 
did, at Rines Auditorium in the Portland Public 
Library. Meetings are always on the 2nd and 4th 
Thursdays of the month. 
The programs have been incredibly varied, 
ranging from Congressman Barney Frank to Ri-
chard Plante (the expert on Nazi treatment of 
homosexuals), to a group discussion on growing 
up gay and Jewish, to poelry readings. 
On.January 13that7:30PM, theMatlovich 
Society will host its first event in their new 
quartcl'S at the Holiday Inn by the Bay. That 
night's program is entitled, ''Let Me Tell You 
About My Family: A Panel Discussion with 
Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual parents." On January 
1/ l(ote of tklf '4 f ,-o/ff 
Sister Creations 
to 
Our craftspeople, artists, jewelers and performers 
Our many new and loyal customers 
Your support has been wonderful. 
Our partners, Kim, Kimm, & Lisa 
We couldn't have done it without you! 
New Hours: Saturday - 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Sunday - 10 a.m. - S p.m. 
231 US. Rt. 1, Freeport, ME 04032 
hon~t man, and they want to celebrate and 
honor him in addition to bringing programs to 
this city. 
eMatlovicbSoci.etyisnotapolitical<Xganiu- approached us." The Inn is actually cheaper 
)11. The main problem they face in trying to than the library, and the free parking is a very 
:complish their goals is not having enough beneficial bonus. 
1oney. Dues are $20 f<X" an individual and $30 Lois thinks that the active solicitation of 
:,r a couple, $10 for low income and $40-$50 the Matlovich Society by the Holiday Inn is a 
or organiutions. very healthy indicat<X" of where Portland is in its 
In wrappingup,Howardemphasized, 'We attitude toward lesbians, gays and bisexuals. 
re always looking for new ideas and new Both Lois and Howard stressed how im-
nembers." Lois added, "We're very excited portantitwasforthemtohavehadthelibraryas 
lhoutthe fact that we are moving to the Holiday their meeting place, and what a strong statement 
nn and we are moving there because they of support it was from the community. In fact, 
-.;;;;- - ---------- the Director of the library, Sheldon Kaye, spoke at their group on censorship. They regret leav-
ing, and do so mainly because of the closing 
time question. 
'Would you be able to characterize the 
most exciting of your speaket"s'r' I probed. 
Lois said that Richard Plante probably 
was, but that Barney Frank is always entertain-
ing. Locally, she feh that the presentation by 
Outright! was the most moving event she wit-
nes.,ed. Howard recalls the poet. Becky Birtha 
warmly, and referred to Lois' program on Do-
mestic Violence as a high point 
LoisandHowardareextremely dedicated 
public servants. The work they do through the 
Matlovich Society enriches this city in untold 
ways. This living monument to Leonard Mat-
lovich and the unsung heroes of our struggle for 
'The organization of the group is very 
flexible. They are governed by a board that is 
basically made up of anyone whowants to be on 
it. They encourage participation, and Howard 
asked me to str~ that if anyone out there has 
any ideas for speakers orprogr~. pl~ bring 
them to the group and get involved. Transpor-
tation costs for the speaket"s are paid, and when 
Matlovich Society co-chairs, Lois Galgay Reckertt aid Howa-d Solomon full equality stands as a beacon to light our way 
Photo by um Balboni and spread the truth. ... 
----------------------------------------------------
ON REVIEW ••• A Winter Serenade: The Maine Gay Men's Chorus holiday gift 
By: Winnie Weir Out. Wild Bells, began this afternoon to be cially with some added motions by the men in cbmJS, poking fim at the commereialism of 
On Sunday, December 19th, over 400 remembered. the middle of the chorus. Ouistmas. CJui'iUDM RnPJCb and Comin& Out 
people attended the final performance of A As the program moved on to celebrate The next portion of the program, "In QnChrima5Daywerepurehilarity. 1befinal 
Winter Serenade presented by the Maine Gay family with four thought provoking and poi- Memoriam" was dedicated to the memory of pieceofthesecondhalf Praa,ofMjnd_ while on 
Men's Chorus. As one of the standing room gnant pieces, I found myself experiencing a full those who died of AIDS. Featuring Anthony a light note, looking at the hustle and bustle of 
onlyassembly,Iwasinde.edgratefulthatlhad rangeofemotionsfrompride,asDivcxsityhon- Allen's mastery on the flute, A Winter Ser- this time of the year, reminded us that the 
not given into the holiday tug of a million other ored and celebrated our differences, to a mix- mid,e, Aa;nus Dei-I Shall Miss Lovin~ You, and appreciation oflove, friendship, and each other 
thingstodothataftemoon. Whatagiftlwould ture of sadness, gratitude, and awe as Rita LoyeLiyeQn_movedmanyintheaudienceto isthethemeof the season. 
have deprived myself of! Kissen' s For Our Children was sung. The tears, this writer included, as we made pet"Sonal Following the perfunctory sing-along of 
The50+ dapper men entered thechmch to sadn~s was for those of us who havenothad the reflections on those people who have died. Ouistmas songs, which always leaves me feel-
rousing applause, lasting well beyond the last benefit of accepting families, while the gratitude 1be second halfof the concert presented ing crazy as I watch non-Christians singing 
man reaching his position. Director Bruce Fithian and awe is for Rita's commitment and work as the lighter and more humorous side of our lives. about Jesus Christ being born, the men exited to 
raised his arms, and we wereimmediatelytrans- an ally of our community. 1beLon& ChristrnM Dinner was interrupted on sustained applause, whistles, and cheers. A.a;o-
ported to that special place whet"e cares and As &mil)'. reminded us that we are each more than one occasion with raucous laughter. lad~ continued during the reception which fol-
~ponsibilities meh temporarily away and are others' family, "growing stronger and wiset"," Actually, bursts of laughter continued during lowed the performance. 
replaced with the warm fuzzies. Two f~tive the fourth piece in this set, Brothers and Sisters. Tomorrow Shall Be My Siq,pin& Day. which This was asuperbcoocert, a true gift to the 
pieces, Welcome' Sin&, Be Merxy! and - did the same in alightet", humorous way, espe- was pr~ented by an ensemble from the larger See REVIEW,pap 13 
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You can have PERSONAL POWER even with the IRS. 
Call before the IRS contacts you. 
Cindy Lupien, Motivational Coach 
DRoP ME A LINL. 
PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP 
-
- 615 a CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND 773-5547 
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ible to the military" party line. 
An NBC News Poll in July showed that 
57% of adults in the U.S. were in favor of 
distributing condoms in high schools. 
ProsecutorsinLondon,&glandcharged 
39 year old Colin Jolm Ireland with the mur-
ders of two gay men. Ireland is believed to be 
''Sado Sam" a man who made frequent calls to 
newspapers saying he would murder one gay 
man every week He reportedly often phoned 
Scotland Yard detectives to tease them that 
they would neva: find him. 
1be U.S. Supreme Court welcomed a 
new member this past summa:. Ruth Bader 
Ginsberg said in her confirmation hearings that 
she thinlcs discrimination against anyone is to 
be deplored. 
Randall Ta:ry, the head of the anti-abor-
tion group, Operation Rescue, blamed last 
summer's flooding in the mid-west on homo-
sexuals! He said AIDS, floods and hurricanes 
were God's punishment to the United States 
for tolerating homosexuality and pemritting 
abortion. 
An explosive finding in July revealed 
that homosexuality may be passed on mater-
nally. In other words, it's Mom's fault! Re-
searchers at the National Institute of Mental 
Health claim to have found marlca:s on chro-
mosomes that they believe indicate homosexu-
ality. It is believed to be hereditary and passed 
_ through the mother's side of the family. Peri 
Jude Radecic, then deputy director of the Na-
tiooal Gay and Lesbian Task Fon:e said, "lbe 
study is an important addition to the growing 
body of evidence proving a genetic basis for 
homosexuality in some people." She added, 
"It shows that homosexuality occurs naturally 
and is a common variation among humans - a 
fact that gay and lesbian people have known all 
along." 
The leada: of the Roman Catholic church, 
John Paul II, visited the U.S. in August He 
appeared in only one place, Colorado. Gays 
and lesbians joined a multitude of othel'S in 
organized protests against John Paul and his 
church. 
1beresaDannemiller of Portland died of 
complications fromAIDS onAugust 1st. Terry 
was the mother of Autumn Aquino who also 
has AIDS. She made many public appearances 
in schools and_ civic functions to speak out 
about safer sex and AIDS education. Terry 
was 29 years old. 
One time presidential hopeful Barry 
Goldwater was interviewed by The Advocate 
in September. The retired Air Fon:e Gencnl 
commented, "The president of the United Stat.es 
is theCommander-in-Cliief oftheannedforces. 
Ifhe says to drop the ban, by God. everybody 
should do an about-face or get out of the 
service. If the commandel'S can't take orders 
from the Commandcr-in-Cliief, they should 
submit letters of resignations." He went on to 
say, 'The Constitution says that all men are 
created equal, and it doesn • t say that all men 
are created equal except for gays." 
Randy Shilts' best-seller "And The 
Band Played On" finally made it to film. The 
HBO movie stall'ed Sir Ian McKellen, Mat-
thew Modine and Alan Alda among others. 
While limited to television in the U.S., the film 
was released to theaters ovel'Seas. 
AmandaBearse, one of the stars of the Fox 
Television Networlc's "Married With Children" 
came out in September. She and her lover had 
been hounded for weeks by the tabloids. 
Cobb County officials (Atlanta) in Geor-
gia voted to not spend any county funds on the 
Arts. lbey took this action to avoid spending any 
money on gay-themed worlcs. The Cobb County 
commission had initially intended to eliminate 
funding for gay-themed artworlcs, but when it 
was threatened with lawsuits over the plan, it 
decided to eliminate its entire $110,000 budget 
for the Arts. 
In a sermoo September 26th, Evangelist 
Billy Graham said that AIDS may be a judge-
ment of God for sin. He apologized two weeks 
lata: saying he doesn't believe that and doesn't 
know why he said it Graham went on to say in 
his apology that he had met many people with 
AIDS and had even puthisarmsaround them and 
told them that he loved them. 
Citing a Virginia law prohibiting sodomy, 
Henrico County circuit court Judge Buford 
Parsons granted custody of 2-year-old Tyler 
Doustou to his Grandmother, denying custody to 
his natural mother, a lesbian. "In the opinion of 
this court, her conduct is immoral," said Judge 
Parsons of the mother Sharon Bottoms. Sharon 
and her live-in lover were said to be confusing to 
the normal developmentofTyler. It wu said that 
ifhewereallowed toremain with the two women, 
he would have difficulty telling the difference 
between men and women when he wu older. 
1be BBC announced plans to film "The 
Night Judy Garland Died" a screenplay hued on 
Martin Duberman's book "Stonewall." lbe 
BBC also made a television mini-series this year 
of Armistead Maupin's 'Tales Of The City" 
which will be shown on PBS reportedly in Janu-
ary 1994. The release of "Judy'' is scheduled for 
June, the 25th anniversary of Judy Garland's 
death,andtheStonewallRiotsinNewYorlcCity. 
lbe U.S. House of Representatives voted 
in favor of raising AIDS spending by 27% over 
1993 levels for the 1994 budget It will be an 
increase of $538.5 million. 
As the year wound down. elections were 
held and gay rights took another step back. 
Sevcnl states had anti-gay referendums on their 
ballots, thanks to the efforts of ultra right reli-
gious groups. Here in Maine, the people of 
Lewiston voted down an anti-discrimination pro-
posal despite the efforts of police chief Laurent 
Gilbert and the hard worlcing members ofF.qual 
Protection Lewiston. On the bright side, the 
court in Colorado struck down Amendment 2, a 
-
-/J I (~ 
law meant to deny equal rights for homosexu-
als. The judge stated that you cannot legislate 
away peoples' basic rights. lbe finding of that 
court may be used in other states as a precedent 
Still, the efforts of anti-gay groups continues 
(including our own Citizens for Family Values, 
led by Carolyn Cosby, here in Maine). 
Navy Seaman Keith Meinhold took the 
oath of re-enlistment, administered by a lesbian 
officer, as he signed on for two more years with 
the Navy. A federal judge has ruled that the 
Navy has no grounds to discriminate against 
him. Other cases are pending in federal courts 
acrossthecountry. JoeSteffan, whowasfon:ed 
to resign from the Naval Academy days before 
his graduation, wu given his diploma and 
commission in the Navy per another court 
order. 
And so we ended the year much as we 
started it, still battling with the military, the 
religious right and the closet The year to come 
may be a turning point for gay rights. It will be 
the 25th anniversary of the year that a group of 
drag queens in New York City said enough is 
enough, and fought back. 1be Gay Games will 
be held in New York in June, and the annual 
Gay Pride observances across thecountryprom-
ise to be nothing less than festive. 
HAPPY 1994 readel'S! ... 
February 14th is 
Valentines Day 
Remember your love with a 
Valentines Day wish in CPR 
$5 for 30 words 
LOVE 
,, fLOWEQC, 
320 fore ~lreel 
c, Portland. Maine 04101 (207) TI4- 5882 
NA CHAS, continued from page 6 
that threaten to divide thecommunity nationally 
and here in Maine. Since joining, I've read 
heated exchanges about gays in the military ( do 
we worlc to end the ban or do we work to end the 
military?), racism and homophobia, affirmative 
action quotas, the use of the term "queer," and 
the merits of mainstream 1V shows with lesbian 
and gay characters. But GA YNEf is also a 
community. Shortly before Thanksgiving, a 
subscriber logging on at a university office 
posted a string of suicidal messages. Netters 
responded instantly with words of concern. But 
one GAYNEf membec living halfway across 
the country went further. He made a long 
dist.ance call to the campus police, who were 
able to intercept the would-be suicide and alert 
local counseling agencies. Anxious netters who 
happened to be logging on that weekend fol-
lowed the developments hour-by-hour as sub-
scnbers in the immediate area finally made 
contact and updated the rest of us. 
1bat story was spectacular enough to 
make CNN and t!_le AP. But there are many 
other less dramatic stories on the network. 
Whether it's a young man worlcing up the cour-
age to come out to his family, a professor 
threatened with dismissal by a homophobic 
university administration, or a lonely subscriber 
living out in the heta:osexual middle of no-
where, evecything stops on GA YNEI', and the 
networlc responds. 
There• s a lesson there for all of us as 
we move into 1994. We need to talk, to argue 
and debate about strategy, goals and identity. 
But we need to stop and listen, too. Most of all, 
we need each other. • • • 
'Pro <=Libt1~ BooKsHoP 
Over 20,000 current and out-of-print books In stock 
10 Third Street. Bangor• 942-3019 
A reader's fl"atlise Witt 1'80 
Eric Furry, Proprietor 
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American Family 
Association Agenda 
By: Malcolm Smith 
Toe AFA has other resources, including 
thenon-profitAFALawCenter, with four attor-
neys who "defend Ouistians whose constitu-
tionally protected rights are subject to legal 
attack." According to the 1992 report, the AF A 
In September of this year, the Bangor lawyers were representing suits for Operabon 
affiliate of ABC, WVII-TV, showed thecontro- Rescue and the Pro Life Action Ministries. 
versial new television show NYPD Blue, de- Toelawcenteralsoprovidesmodellegis-
spite the 150 phone calls, 35 letters and 700 lation to towns that wish to regulate adult ori-
signatures it had received against airing the ented businesses, in an attempt to regulate "ob--
program. These complaints were on:hestrated scenity." 
by a local church radio station with the aid of the Toe AF A also provides free copies of the 
American Family Association. video "'The Gay Agenda" to churches and sells 
The American Family Association, copies to interested members. 
headed by Dr. Donald Wildmon of Tupelo, While different groups argue over the 
Mississippi, describes itself in it's literature as effectiveness oftheAFA, theAFAdoesachieve 
"a Christian organization promoting the biblical results. Among other successes, atleast 60 ABC 
ethic of decency in American society with pri- affiliates refused to carry the premiere episode 
mary emphasis on TV and other media." Toe of"NYPD Blue," and becauseoftheAFA, the 
AFA does not restrict itself to the defense of "thirtysomething" episode involving the gay 
television's "traditional family values," how- couple in bed is not seen in syndication. 
ever, but also attacks the "homosexual agenda," The AFA has stepped into the political 
pro-choice, ~d the first amendment arena, currently spearheading a petition drive in 
Toe AFA is made up, according to the Austin, Texas that would make the legal defini-
1992 annual report, of 600Jocal AFA chapters, tion of a family as "a husband, a wife, and 
withalocalchapterinall50states, and a goal of children." 
1000 chapters. Toe estimated 60,000 people in Wildmon, who founded the AF A in 1977, 
these chapters are described by the AFA as acknowledges the criticism he receives, some 
'TI-IE FOOT SOLDIERS IN 1HE WAR FOR from clergy. He responded to such scorn in a 
FAMILY VALUES AND 1HEY'RE AD- recentJournaleditorial,defendinghimselfwith 
V ANCING 1HE BA TILE INTO ENEMY this ironic bible verse, "Blessed are you when 
TERRITORY." men revile you and persecute you and utter all 
Toe local AF A affiliates are working on a kinds ofevil against you falsely on my account" 
set of 9 "pro-family" issues, including the "ho- The AF A can be reached at PO Drawer 2440, 
mosexual agenda" and monitoring the public Tupelo, Mississippi, 38803. ••• 
schools for "pro-homosexual, anti-family and - - - - - - - - - -
value free content" in the curriculum. Panel on lesbian 
parenting & pregnancy 
Our illustrious editor has just rejected my 
first article, the first rejection slip I've ever 
gotten over the phone. 'Too long" she says.. . Rose Mary 
"toowordy. Besides,bythetimethereadersget Denman 
the January issue of CPR, New Year's Eve will 
be history. How can you submit an article with 
suggestions on how to spend the night'!' 
How I hate it when she's right; that's my 
domain! Good thing I'm not in a mood to get Have you noticed a natural tendency to 
"my britches in a snit." Anyway. I thought my want to be indoors more during this time of year, 
first article was great, so this rewrite should be or experienced a tug to spend more time quiet! y 
super fantastic. There• s hope anyway. At least and peacefully alone? This is a normal response 
let me keep my fantasy! to the season, a kind of pull toward hibernation, 
So, you're reading this, and New Year's youknow,likethebears. Sowhynotgowiththe 
Eve is passed. (I hate doing time-warp stuff!) · flow? 
By now you've probably even forgotten your If you alreadY, have a spiritual path that 
hangover. So, I thought I'd write about the feels good, whynotgiveitmoreofyourtimeand 
"after holiday blues." You know, the parties are attention? If you've never been involved with 
over. The tree is down and you know you'll be anyparticularreligious institution, this might be 
vacuuming up pine needles for the next six the time to do some comparative shopping. 
months. Hell, there's maybe a foot of snow on That shopping doesn't necessarily need to re-
the ground and it's freezing outside (remember, fleet the chosen path of your biological family. 
I'm doing time-warp here). The only warm In fact, there are probably more opportunities 
feelings left from the holidays are the hand knit for spiritual nurturing out there than your 
socks from Aunt Sophie and the heat being family ever dreamed possible. Ouistianity, 
generated in the pit of your stomach by the Judaism and Buddhism have all been around 
holiday bills that are pouring in. for centuries. But what about those forms of 
So,you'rebroke,summer'sjustafigment spirituality that are even older, those that are 
of your imagination and there isn't another beingnewlyreclaimed,likePaganismorNative 
major celebration 'til the Gay Games! Now American Spirituality? 
what? "Chew on this" a minute ... how about If groups are not your bag, nothing says 
getting spiritual? you can't be spiritual in the presence of your 
No, I'm not suggesting you head for the own company. Many would argue that human 
nearest revival, unless that's yourthing. l'mnot beings are necessarily spiritual beings. It is in 
even suggesting you get in early on Saturday our essence to be spiritual. So, forget those 
night so you can be in the front pew on Sunday elements ofreligion that are a turn-off, but don't 
morning! Andl'm.certainlynotsuggestingyou throw the baby out with the bath water. Try 
need to repent and demonstrate your conviction something, anything, and see how it feels to tap 
by being "dunked", circumcised, given a new into that part of yourself. 
The emphasis oftheAFA's work is with 
television, and to do this they send members the 
monthly "American Family Association Jour-
nal," which lists, among other things, the "best 
and worst" of the previous few months of tele-
vision offerings, along with the names of the 
show's sponsors. 
BANGOR: A panel discussion on the name, or, please no, a new sexual orientation. Nurturing comes in all forms. What we 
The November issue of the Journal de-
votes an entire article to October's CBS 
Schoolbreak Special called "Other Mothers-
The Story of a Family," which deals with the 
"trendy theme" of gay parenting. The Journal 
criticizes the movie, which is about a lesbian 
couple and their teenage son, for portraying the 
family as "normal" and because "tolerance is 
upheld as a much higher virtue than morality." 
In addition, the son is faulted because he "takes 
the misguided stand in support of his moms." 
Toe end of that article speaks of a related 
Journal article headlined "Kids raised by homo-
sexuals traumatized," whichcriticizes the "trendy 
chorus" of researchers that are "biased in favor 
of homosexuals (and) ignore their own data" 
Toe article, authored by Don Feder of the Cre-
ators Syndicateconcludes, "Clrildren were meant 
to be nurtured by a man and woman together. 
Absent that, at least they shouldn't be placed in 
a situation where a distorted version of human 
sexuality is presented as the norm, to satisfy the 
latest bizarre demands for equality." 
Toe September issue of the Journal ran 
two articles that referred to homosexuality as an 
addiction that results in a life of self-hatred and 
cruising. 
' · #' • .. .. , , "'· - .. II. ,. • • C. .. • • ,. • ... .. • ~ .. .. • lo • 
real-life challenges and experiences of preg- What I am suggesting is that we might all take into our bodies in the form of food is only 
nancy and parenting for lesbians will be offered be able to use these next months of winter and one of them. So maybe you can try a bit more 
on Saturday, February 12, 1994 from 10 am early spring the way our ancestors did-as a spiritual nurturing. After all, what do you have 
until 12:30pmattheMabelW adsworth Womens' vehicle for reflection in a season that is naturally to lose? Llke Mikey says, ... "I like it, I like it!" 
Health Center. The Center is located in the In- less busy and demanding of our time and ener- Maybe you'll like it too! .-
Town Plaza, Harlow Street, Bangor. gies. 
1hepanelwillfeaturethreelesbiancouples-----------------------------
who will talk about their experiences with alter- · 
b. fi:..-.:1!--•ti· d t' d REVIEW, continued from page 11 na ve c1WJL4 on, a op ion, pregnancy an 
parenting. There will be ample time for open . . Toe uali d bl din f · d 1 the" da · disc . the r ts d th d. enbre commumty. q ty an en g o ration, an ove as 1oun tion of the chorus. 
ussion among pane IS an e au l- voices bespeaks a chorus of longevity rather No, they weren't perfect, as a chorus 
ence. ''Ha . d . . childr . fthe than second season performance. The interac- member pointed out to me, but they accom-
vmg an raismg en IS one O . be D' Ch · lished hat the · 
. rtantto . " 1 b' It bon tween u:ector, orus, accompan1St p w y set out to do, entertam. Tuey mostunpo p1csnow1ormany es 1ans. D 1m Small, d . 1 • did agnifice tl ... 
· part fthe 1 tur f "--!1 1:& e ar an sign anguage mterpreter, so, m n y. IS a o comp ex na e o our 1cu.w.1y llle, . 
'th d health, xualit Douglas Packard shows mutual commrtment 
wi concerns aroun se y, eco- d dedi • • th best h al 
· " ·1 1 'vii · hts d 1 . an cabon to presentmg e c or no1D1cs, 1aII11 y ro es, c1 ng , an re ation- . 'bl There . b • ad · 
hi ,, 'd p h B C din to f the music poss1 e. IS o vious respect, IDl-s ps, sai eac es ass, oor a r o 
LesbianHealthProjectatthe Mabel Wadsworth 
Womens' Health Center. "With more and more 
lesbians choosing to have and raise children, we 
want to offer an opportunity for lesbians to hear 
from one another on the subjects of pregnancy 
and parenting. Also, kids are really neat, and we 
want to emphasize that they are pare of our lives 
as lesbians, " Bass added. 
This program is FREE of charge. In the 
·event of bad weather, it will be cancelled and 
rescheduled. For more information, call the 
Health Center at 947-5337. ••• 
INCOlVIE ,.fAX PREPARATION 
R:\l~IEI{ BOOKKEEPI~(; SEl{\'ICES 
Shirk~· I,. Brunton 
Business & Personal Bookkeeping Services 
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. . da •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• EPL Under Thirty r~nandSpey, waslikeabusyFridayorSatur y • Reflections on Insensitivity • 
mght at the bar. The first dance was, by all • • 
Committee- a sin.all accounts, extremely successful. "Some of the : By :Rose Mary Denman : 
faces I saw at the dances I had seen around town, • • 
group that D1ade a big and some were new," says Spey. • John Alexander is a gay man presently braving the final stages of AIDS related• 
Publicity for the dances was primarily : complications. At this writing, he has, for the past two and half weeks, chosen not to take any: difference through word-of-mouth, with a special push on • solid food and to maintain physical comfort with fluids. This decision was made after having• 
By: Rich Austin posters and flyers only for the first dance, and the : read Helen Nearing' s book, Lovin~ and Leayjn~ the Good Ljfe. John, like Scott Nearing, has: 
1be citizens of Lewiston cast their bal- last dance, which was called the 'Homo-coming • chosen to leave this world on his own terms. . . • 
l ts N mber 2nd and broke the heart of Dance' was organized in coniunction with the • Wildwood is a center of healing on the west coast John went there this past fall m• 
o on ove , ~ • . . . .. . " " Afte be' • 
'd t f the State of Maine who be- 'Dyke Bowl' football game two days later. The • response to the mvitatlon: Come, be with us, let us nurture you and care 1or you. r mg• 
every resi en o 'r ,,, had 'ced" fbe' 
lieved in freedom and justice. Before that, there Dyke Bowl saw a group of 25 to 30 lesbian and : there for only one day, he was ~ed t~ leave. Two other' etr~tants . vo~ . 1~ ~ mg: 
was a small group of young people in Lewiston gay youth on a Lewiston High School field on a • con~ated by ?n~ of John's infections. At 5 :3~ the ~oll~wmg mornmg, sittmg m his r~m• 
_ .~ who found the courage and conviction to strike bitter cold fall afternoon. The lesbians squared off • watching the begmmngs of a new day unfold outside his wmdow, John penned the followmg: 
out on their own path to reach people in th~ in teams of six, and the gay men cheer-led. In the : poem. • 
community. - end, the score was tied at 1-1, and the group • • 
Purpose structure consensus was to avoid overtime and catching • : 
Ann~ Perron and Adam Spey were the pneumonia in the cold. : Wildwood • 
youngest members sitting on theEPL steering Perhaps the most_ outrageous event lITC : By: John Alexander : 
committee. Perron, 21, of Lewiston was cho- organized was the showmg of the Rocky l:Jorror • that is. • 
sen to represent youth, and Spey, 22, of Bates Picwre Show in the Gre~;;~t g=~ ~ :Letting go, out of control, not in control Gold thread spinning out infinitely. : 
College was chosen to represent college age Bates College. urc pay to . • Opening the hand Offering a peace too huge to wrap words • 
youth. After a time working with EPL Perron Network to show the film Th~ showmg was : Bearer of strange, sweet paradox. around. : 
and Spey began to feel ignored by their older announcedfarandnearthroughfl_iersandwor~of •Certainly unsure, surely uncertain • 
counterparts. 1beyfeltliketheiropinions were mouth, and the tllrnout was s1mply m~ve. • As you give me life, so it is taken away. A healthy man will not know when he dies! : 
not taken seriously, and often felt like they had Many die-~~ Rocky Horror fans came up 0 1;ll : James told me that, brilliant teacher that • 
no real part in the decision making process. Portl_and to ~om the ranks of the locals for this :As I learn to see, my vision is altered. he is. : 
Perron and Spey enlisted the help of special evenmg. •As I learn to feel, my heart sheds such Laying, lying, as I lie in the darkness • 
threeotherfriendsandformed the Under Thirty Between 250 and 3oo young people filled • Drp"'~;ng my life, living my dream. • 
. . th fil be. sorrow. ..,........ • 
Committee, a loose organization of five mem- the sec~on of th~ gymnasium e . m w~ mg :As I learn to love, my heart quivers with Blood coursing through my body. • 
hers who acted on their own, and with help shown m, ready m co~me and with sqwrt guns • coming home. Breath coursing through as well. • 
from friends in the community and classmates (Rocky ~ 0~?1' fans will ~der~~- For those : : 
at Bates. Perron and Spey acted as liaisons who don t, ihs a long-standing tradition to attend • I come to you via friends and aiiplanes and As well I am, I am well. • 
betweenEPL and urc. The goal oflITC was showings ~fRocky ~orror dress~ as one of the : airport wheelchairs: · ' I am a well of richness, a virgin w,;ll. : · 
to involve and empower youth, and give young characters m the m~VIe). T~t, nceand news~- • It is as if I crossed the country on Route 66; Fuck me that I may know life • 
people in the community an audible voice in per were sold v~ mexpensively' ~d the moVIe • 1200 green lights opening my path, traffic Feel your living member. • 
th fi ht " h 'ghts was shown agamst one of the white concrete • . •• e g 1or uman n . . • parting, 
''We [young people] weren't being lis- bl~k walls of the gym, the largest white surface •offering fluid space for me to pass. Mem-brains merging : 
tened to and we needed some clout," explains available. • Member-brains that we are. • 
Perron when speaking about~reasons for the Where do we go now? : Flying with the shades drawn, Deep inside a seed of love-of change... : 
formation oflITC. ''EPL functions werecostly. After the November 2nd vote, lITC de- : that my friend the sunlight cannot harm me. Of beginnings and endings. • 
Cruises, dinners and brunches are things people cided to take a break and reassess their position • Flying blind to the clear, pure West, • 
underthirtydon'thavemoneytoblewon.We with EPL, and with the entire Human Rights •Towardsomekindofjoyous,ecstatic Feelingyouressencefillandmakeme : 
brought people into chem-free dances that Movement Thegrouphasdisbanded,andlifehas : blazing sunset whole once again... • 
packed the Metro for $2 a head." returned, as much as possible, to normal. Anne • Hole again : 
In the time between lITC' s formation to Perron sees this change of pace as a much needed :A closing, closure and opening, and Whple--again ! • 
the November 2nd vote, urc organized three breather. Her personal interest in youth support • open-sure : 
dances, a showing of the Rocky Horror Pictllre and youth activism is well in tact, and as time goes : Into new life, new breath, pure love. Rejoice in me. • 
Show, a football game dubbed 'Dyke Bowl on, she sees herself, and others redoubling their •Free at last Enter this the temple of my life, • 
• '93', and worked with Bates' Gay/Lesbian/ efforts on education about all the issues encom- : Temple of pleasure and of pain.  
Bisexual Association to implement a young passed by the tag name of discrimination. •Then, crying into the mysterious morning. Come into me with your all- • 
voterregistrationcampaign thatregisteredover "You have to prove to people that we are •Mourning the past, observing the moment Your presence---and your presents, : 
400 Bates students as Maine voters based on losing our jobs and our living spaces, our public : Visiting the wonder of it all. Touching me deep inside---deeply • 
theirseasonatresidencyduringtheschoolyear. accommodationsandourfinancialsecurity," says •seemingly alone, seriously connected to all touching. ••• : 
lITC's structure was informal, and Perron. ''People have to listen to our stories, feel : • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
simple, withnohierarchy. Thefivepersoncore our pain, understand that we are discriminated 
group met weekly to brainstorm on events, against for the way our heart works, that we did 
design posters to advertise them, and wmk not choose and can not change." She pauses for 
together to gain support and implement the a moment to gaze out the window, then says, 
groups plans. Work was spread out among the "Anytime anyone interferes with my right to be a 
group members, and decisions were made only human being that's discrimination, and discrimi-
by consensus. "Of course we didn't always nation is always wrong." 
agree," says Perron. "But we always had the Perronfeelsthatthesuccessofthe 'special 
brains to reach a com.promise everyone could rights' campaign can be attributed only to igno-
live with." ranee, ignorance by choice on the part of those 
Activities that reached youth who turn a blind eye to the discrimination they 
urc organized three chem-free dances, know is wrong but participate in, and ignorance 
all held at the Metro on weekday evenings. $2 due to lack of knowledge on the part of people 
a head at the door gained entry, fifty cents who don't understand that discrimination really 
bought a soda, and all the dancing and fun you happens. 
could stand was free. Attendance, reports Per- See UTC, page 16 
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Time Out! 
By: Michael Rossetti 
mowledgeable society. Many 1Vs have come to 
l peacdul cmtmtmmt after yeaI5 in the dual 
ctressing roles. Methods f<r "cures" 1bathave been 
tried, andrq,eatedly failed, are purging <r discard-
Cross country skiing, or Nordic skiing ing all female cl~. makeup, etc., profesgmal 
( as in Nordic Track) is easily the number one camseling, growing a beard, willpower, immec-
winter exercising sport, but it's also the best sioo in camel', alcmol and/a: drugs, getting mar-
way to explore the woods and trails in our ried, getting unmauied 
own backyards, once the snow gets deep. Ovaandovtr,partnC'J'Sandclosefriendsof 
The basic equipment is skis, poles, and 1V s leam that it is a condition of life, 1bat it's not 
cross country shoes or boots. The skis are going to go away. 1he tramvestite is not going to 
narrow, with soft edges and can be wooden, ootgrowhisdesireto~inwomen'sclothes. He 
fiberglass, or metal. Boots must be made to cannot change his c.ondition, although the chances 
integrate with the skis' pin or clip system arethathe'strie.dlwdtodoso. 'Ihechoicef<rthe 
which holds the toe area to the skis. All ofthjs partnec<rfriendistoleave,totola-ateit,<rtoacoept 
can run upwards of $200 to $300. A days' it Many who do accept it are finding numerous 
rental of the package is usually $15 at a ski advantages in relating to a tramvestite: increued 
touring center or about $30 rental at many self-awareness, opportunities f()[ humor, new 
winter sports equipment dealers, like LL Bean. friends, and sometimes m<E clothes. 
Older versions of cross country skis are Some women, upon leaming their "man" is 
wooden and require waxing of the bottoms to a 1V, feel ale&; ocbfrs feel it would bea le& ifhe 
deal with varying snow conditions. The older did DQt cmm-es.s. Misinfonnation is steadily 
boots were low cut and poorly insulated. - - --- _,., ... ._ __ ...,. ~U\3a..a a form of self-e,qres.sioo in many cultures and mminisbingasmorepeoplecomeootofisolation 
Newer boots are high tops and water repellant Also know as crosmresmng during many periods in hist<ry. into the large, supp<Itive community of 1Vs and 
as well. _ By: W11111ie Weir Societylwnothadachaocetounderstand theirfriends. JntheUSalone,overfiftytransvestite 
The basic motion fu cross country is ''lbeworldwouldbenarrowiftherewereno tran.westism. Wheredoessocietygetitsinforma- <rganiz.atioosexisttoday,alongwithapproximately 
similar to skating ( and flying). It's a sport crossings!," says the front of the h'oclme given to tionabwt1V s. 1he imageofthetramvestite in the a daren 1V magazines and odJl2' literature. 
that can burn a lot of calories, but slow, me by a crossdre&mg friend of mine who is media is often exaggerated, or is a cue f<r laughter. Sevmu millioo American males have been 
relaxed trips through trails, with lots of glid- educating me around issues of the transgendered Due to the shame our culture associaes with estimated to be 1V s. Tramvestites are in most 
ing can be a more enjoyable alternative for commtmity. Alsooothefrootcovaareninewcrds ~g.andtothemictakmw:ntificationof i:rofessims as labmrs, lawym. militarypmoo-
the less fanatic. The availability of trails is wi1h the i:refix 'trans': tramftr, transition, tran&-  with odJl2' types of bchavi<r, few nel, ~ executives, contract<rs, teachas, 
innumerable. Some of the better ones are plant, translation, transaction, transmission, peoplehavehadunbiasedexpo.uetoa1V,orhave clergy, etc. Eva-y income level, race. and major 
Acadia National Park trails and State Park tmnspersonal.transpmaticn,andfinally,transves- heardany1hingpositiveabouttheexpc:rimce. So- religion is i:qrescnted Many ofus pobably do 
trails, but the best are to be found at ski tite. ciety 11M much to gain by acoepting tran.westism. hlsiness wi1h, live nea-, <r wooibip wi1h, a tran&-
touring centers. Wi1h.littJe editing, I want to share the inf or- 1he causes of transvestism, varioosly 1heo- vestite, hit jmt doo't know it. -
Thecentersrentequipment, groom their matiooin1hish'ochlrewi1hallthereadmlofCPR. riml,remainooeoflifdsmystcries. lt'snotcaugbt, 
trails, mark paths with rating systems, and 'Ibis lrocwrefocusesoothemalo-tofemaledmwr. taught. <r inherited; it not anyone's "fault", ifs not 
provide warm, indoor places to take breaks, Notice the familiar ring of the words and 1hooghts chosen. Usually it's unrelated to what a parent did 
all for about $10 or $20 with equipment expressed. <r didn't do. Often the 1V is aware of his special-
rentals. Most downhill ski areas have addi- Tramvestismisafonnofself-expression. A nesutanearlyage. Ahhooghnooeofthefollow-
tional trails for cross country, but places that literal definition of tramvestism is "crossdre.wng" ing cause tramvestism, one may have brwght the 
masquerade as farms and golf courses in the (from the Latin 'trans' =across+ 'vestire =to~. desiic to awarcne&s: dressing as a female f<r Hal-
summer are great winter Nordic ski spots Notall~aretransvestites. A 1Visll.Ql. loween,playingafemaleroleinaplay,losingabet 
around the state. fore:xample, thesameas a "drag queen." apofes- <r taking a dare, <r sunplecuriosity (e.g., finding 
The clothing required for cross country siooal female impersonata, <r a tramsexual, al- Mom's slip in the hamper and wondering what it 
can vary. The basis idea is to wear warm, though all the8e pmoos cio.wlress. feels like to wear.). 
non-cotton, non-water absorbing layers . Transvestism is a recwring desire, some- Tramvestites are family members. Many 
Knickers are a good idea, but regular pants times compilsive, to wear the clothing associated are reaing, <r have Iea'ed, children. Numerous 
with gaiters, cloth ankle covering that keeps culturallywiththe<>RJOSitesex,toimpersooate1hat peoplehavea1Vintheirfamily,ahwhand,parent, 
snow out of your shoes, are fine for cross sex,crboth. Itisawayf<ramantoexp-essaffinity trothfr,son,nqilew,<rcoosin. Hisneedsarethe 
country. Gloves that allow finger motion are with the feminine. Certain specifics may be em- sameas theneeds of any familymembtr, tobeboth 
better for raising poles rather than mittens. phasiu-.d, such as high lrels, lingerie, <r silk. A adcnowledged and aca:pted. Rejection of a 1V is 
Head gear will allow you better resis- tood ''passing"lookmaybecarefullysought,andis a loss for evecy pelS(X1 in the immediate and 
tance when you're crossing windy open ar- oftmskillfullyachieved,sincethenaturalexpres- extended family. 
eas. You can be stylish with cross country sioooffemininityfrequentlyoccursalmostinstinc- Crossdressinghelp;transvestitestobemen-
gear, but the concern should be warmth, abil- tively. Today, most transvestites (IVs) are men. tally and emooonally healthy. his not a mmtal or 
ity to aerate, and wind resistance. Aim for Thisispartlyduetothegreaterfreedomofwomen emotiooaldismler. Amajorityoftramvestitesare 
button fronts rather than pullovers. to select 1hm '1ook." responsible employers and employees who pay 
In early February, Time Out! will be Most 1Vs are heterosexual; some are bi- taxes,are~veneighbcrs,careaboutfamily 
trail skiing at a ski touring center in sexual, some gay. DreMing is sometimes dme to andcommunity,andarecarefuln<Xtooffmdodns 
Farmington,oneofMaine'sbest. Ifyoucan't enhance sexuality, and is erotic. Ato1hcrtimes, whendre.w,d. 
join us, then take a trip to your local ski crossdressingmayhavenosexualcootextatall,hlt Unhealthy aspects of tramvestism have 
equipment dealer. Ask lots of questions, then is indulged in forpuqxises ofrelaxatioo and well- Ia-gely been created by the negative and unin-
try out a day's rental. You'll open up new being.AstheaO&dressercomestoaccepthimself, fonnedattitudesofoorcun:e:ntculture. Formany 
routes in an otherwise sedentary season. ... he may embrace a wideuangeof ~activities. 1V s, crossdressing is asoluticn, n<Xa problem; it's 
Many1Vshaveadefinitelymasculine,noo- an amwtr, n<X a questioo. Crossdressing is a 
r DID YOU KNOW. . . ,., effeminate pnona in additioo to the feminine. In release, anoo-violentootletf()[suppn:&Kd fruma-
38% oflesbians and gay men report verbal <rdinary life. most1V s displ~ynotraits 1hat would tiom, a time for an agreeable and mellow attitude, 
baramnent due to sexual orientation in set them apart from odu men. Yet 1hey are anaturale,qressicn,andawaytobecomfCitabl.e. 
the first 6 months or 1993 & 3% report diffcrmt 1lmorientationtowardthefemalesets l>eq>leaassdre&t;n<Xtobelikeodns,brttobelike 
themapartfromthe "norm." Tramvestismisn<Xan themselves. physical attacks. 
~-------------"~ exclusively modem pimomenoo, f<r ithM been Self-acceptance is grealy facilitated by a 
773-1999 
Open 7 days 
Lower Lobby 
151 Middle St., Portland 
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BUSINESS FEAT 
Venus Adventu1 
Unique tour company celebrat~ 
while combining the sacred anc 
By: Winnie 
UTC, continued from page 14 
PerronapplaudsEPL'shardworkover 
be months, and brushes off recent criti-
isms of fractionalizing and disjointedness 
vithin the organization. "People can shit on 
PL until they' re blue in the face, but we got 
our thousand people from our town to vote 
or us." 
Adam Spey believes that UTC was 
Described by founder Delores Lanai ormed for a specific function, and per-
as "a gift to myself and my companions ormedthatfunctionaswellasanyonecould 
celebrating the Goddess," VENUS AD- iave. 'Weaddressedanissuetbatwethought 
VENTURESwasbominWashington,OC. 1eeded to be addressed," says Spey. That 
This unique tour company benefits from ssue was involving gay, lesbian and bi-
Delores'multi-faceted and vast experience m ,exual youth in the fight for their rights as 
as a travel agent, business woman, anthro- 01 >eople." 
pologist, traveler and woman committed to ri, In the wake of the November 2nd vote, 
feminism and nature spirituality. in ;pey looks forward "The fight continues. 
Naturespiritualityof cyclesandheal- fri [he fight for equal rights for all people, 
inghasbeenDelores'pathformanyyears. uom.....,. ff~•~ rm --c -·-·-:------- - ------ - ~ ~ ncluding gay, lesbian and bisexual youth, 
She celebrates with the Feminist Spiritual traveling on her own were paramount in and every part of society that is oppressed." 
Community in Portland. As a Priestess of shaping her visions into the reality of VE- HespeaksofUTCmembers,saying, '1hope 
Sophia, she attempts to bring together the NUS ADVENTURES. Living in washing- Conference on lesbian we'll all continue fighting indifferent ways. 
sacred and the secular, particularly on her ton, OC, where she was active in the feminist health planned for April I know I will'lb." nl 
tours. "On each tour we focus on how movement,andsawalotofwomengoingout e O y mesgge 
visiting sacred sites can impact our every- on thei~ own, pro~ded a distinct advantage, BANGOR: On Saturday, April 9th, At 21 and 22 years of age respec-
day lives, to re-memberearliertimes andto accordingtoLanai. ln1986shefoundedthe the M~l Wadsworth Womens' Health tively, Anne Perron and.Adam Spey are 
develop their continuing relevance for us FeministBusinessandProfessionalNetwork Center will hold a day-long conference on examples of the life that exists among our 
today." . .. in OC, "to give support to women starting lesbianhealth. ltwillbeheldattheAirport gay,lesbianandbisexualyouth.Mixedfeel~ 
She tells prospectivetourparticipants, bu~esses, to tho~.~ successful_ in Manion Hotel in Bangor. The conference, ings, struggles, questions, sweet victories 
"Your spiritual journey may vary from busmess, and fenumsts m any profess10n the first of its kind ever in Maine, will and sour losses are as much and more a part 
mine; these sacred sites tell many stories. 1 wanting the connection to like-minded provide infonnation about lesbians' health of being out and young -as being out and 
invite those who support peace and the web women." and health care from a variety of perspec- adult in Maine and in Lewiston. 
of life, and whose spiritual journey in- The 1994 tours include Greece/Crete tives. PerronandSpeywouldremindusthat 
cludesGoddesses,tojoinusonthesetours." and England/Wales/Ireland lbe Greece/ "Lesbians in Maine have been clam- no one fights for our rights alone, we all 
The tours are a part-time adventure. Crete tours are in October, 1994, one for ming for a forum on the topic of lesbian work together. When we are united, we 
Lanai is also a business organii.er, helping :omen ~nly, and o~e for women and men. health, " says Peaches Bass, coordinator of stand When asked what people need to be 
people in business to "live their bliss" and TbesewillbeMytbicJoumeysledbyWendy the Lesbian Health Project at the Mabel told, Perron replies, ''Discrimination is al-
providing left brain hclp for rightbrained Ashley of Portland. As a Mythologist and Wadsworth Women's Health Center. ways wrong. Justice for all is the only 
people. She primarily helps individuals A~lo~er, Wendy will help you detennine "We're eager to give and receive in- message that needs to be told" ... 
and small businesses organize theirfinan- which sttes are sacred to your personal my- formation on everything, including cancer, 
cial record keeping. thology," says Lanai. "lnlateAprll, 1994,1'11 sexuality, economics, mental health, age-
----------Getting back to VENUS ADVEN- beleadingaJoumeyoftheSacredFemaleto ing, coming out, family health, substance 
1URES, Delores said that starting this England and Ireland, for women. In the fall abuse, staying healthy, being smart health- The conference is open to all women. 
business was and is "part of my life goal to of 1995 the England trips will be for men and care consumers, being better health-care Health-care providers and others interested 
connectpeopleaaossatlturallines. From providers, having kids, community health, in better serving lesbians are also encour-
the time I was fourteen, J have been drawn and more. Health is a broad subject, and for aged to attend Scholarships and free cbild-
to being alinkbetween peoples of different lesbians, the field is wide open, so this care will be available. Registration materi-
cultures. As· I embraced feminism as a conference is going to have a diverse array als will be mailed in February. For more 
worldview of non-oppression, affinning of workshops to choose from," continues information, call the Health Center at 94 7-
lif e and peace, and bad professional expe- Bass. 5337. -
rience in the travel :field, I decided to focus 
on offering touts as my part toward world 
healing and nurturing. For me, travel is a 
vehicle through which all can learn and 
experience more of what the world has to 
off er: fun, education, inspiration." 
When Lanai was 14 years of age, she 
went to live in Hawaii, "before it became 
a state," she interjects, and got a taste of 
what it was like to live in another culture. 
She changed her family name to 'Lanai', 
which had been her home in Hawaii for a 
year, to honor the experience. 
Delores Lanai, Founder 
VENUS ADVENTIJRES 
The Next Great 
Gay Adventure! 
from $695 783-7399 or 1-800-728-2420 333 Main St., Lewiston 
OLIVIA 
CRUISF5 
National Gay Lesbian Task Force Policy Institute 
Activist Alert 
creases penalties for hate crimes under the 
federal law; enhances federal sentences not 
less than three offense levels, and demands 
proof beyond a reasonable doubt that a hate 
crime occurred. The House passed a stand 
alone measure while the Senate passed an 
WASIIlNGTON, DC: Williamson ING: Toe International Gay and Lesbian OmnibusCrimeBillpackagethatincluded 
County Texas commissioners voted on No- LESBIAN NURSES NEEDED: Rights Commission has launched the E.ast/ the hate crimes issue. This legislation will 
vember 30, 1993 to deny tax breaks to Apple NGL 1F, in conjunction with other groups, West Pen Pal Project to serve as a liaison be going to conference committee in Janu-
Computerbecausethecompanyoffershealth iswagingabattlewiththeHarvardresearch- between gay men and lesbians in the West arytoresolvedifferencesbetweenthecbam-
bene:fits to the domestic partners of its gay ers responsible for the 18-year-old Nurses andthoseinE.asternandCentralEuropeand bers. 
employees. Apple had stated prior to the Health Study. This is an on-going study of the former Soviet union. The Project is Please write your member of Con-
vote that it wouldchoose another siteifit_did more than one hundred thousand female currently seeking new people interested in gressandaskthemtosupportfinalpassage 
not receive the tax breaks offered to other nurses to obtain general health information becoming pen pals. of the Hate Crimes Sentencing Act. For 
companiesmovingtothearea lbevotewill inallareasofwomen'shealth. lberesearch- For information, write to IGLHRC further information, call Martin Hiraga, 
cost the county 700 jobs and an $80 million ers are now considering whether to ask Pen Pal Project, 520 Castro St., San Fran- NGL 1F Anti-Yiolence Organizer, (202) 
Apple complex. This is the first time, ac- respondents about their sexual orientation cisco, CA 94114. 332-6483, ext. 3307, or Tanya Domi, 
cording to NGLlF records, that a govern- and sexual activity. ACTIVISTS BEWARE: ~ NGL1FLegislativeDirector, ext. 3308. 
ment entity has used its power to punish a We desperately need nurses (lesbian, Lambda Report is an anti-gay political hit ROMANIA TO STIFFEN ANTI-
company for treating its gay employees bisexual,orstraight)towritetheresearchers rag that twists quotes from gay activists to GAY LAWS: The Romanian Senate re-
fairly. and encourage them to add the questions advance a Far Right Agenda Beware of cently proposed tightening the country's 
Apple has been tqe target of a phone- about sexual orientation and sexual activity. Peter LaBarbara, author of the Lambda Re-~ strict ~-gay laws. Draft legisla-
fax-mail zap by the Religious Right, attack- Please call Marj Plumb, NGL 1F ~. which is published by the producers of tio~ bemg considered w~d increase pen-
ing the company's non-discrimination and Health Policy Director, at (202) 332-6483, the "Gay Agenda" video. alties for same-sex relatiOJl" - .1d encoun-
domestic partnership policies for including ext. 3310orfaxherat(202)332-0207and THE MARRIAGE BAT'ILE IN ters that cause "damag, aealth," and 
gay and lesbian employees. leave your name, address, phone number HA WAll: Toe Hawaii Equal Rights Mar- prohibits the "public inciti. .ient or entice-
ThankApple Computer for its domes- and fax, so that she may send you important riage Project (HERMP) is spear heading a ment" of homosexuality, thus limiting the 
tic partner policy andfornot buckling under information about this study and who to legal and political effort in the state of Ha- rightto assemble and organize. 
anti-gay bigotry. Write to Apple Computer, write to. wail to legalize maniage for lesbians and Demand the defeat of these measures 
RE: Policies, 20525 Mariani Avenue, Mail HEALTH CARE REFORM & gaymeninlate1994orearly1995. Consid- andanendtopenaltiesforsame-sexactiv-
Stop 72P, Cupertino, CA 95014. YOU: N:_GLlF is pre~ ng ~ analysis of ered a landmark decision already, Baehr v. ity. Write the Hon. Adrian Nastase, Presi-
(Edi.torsNote: According to AP Newsfinder, the President's Health Security Act and its Lewin, announced in May 1993 by the dent, Chamber of Deputies, Parliament of 
the city of Austi.n voted on and approved a impacts on the health concerns of gay, les- Hawaii State Supreme Court, declared the Romania, Palatul din Dealul Mitropoliei, 
different ki.nd of tax benefit acceptable to bian and bisexual people. The document prohibition of same sex marriage as a viola- Bucharest, Romania. Send copies ofletters 
Apple, and Apple will now bui.ld their will be available in mid-December. tionofHawaii'sstateconstitutionprotecting to the International Gay and Lesbian Hu-
complex. It's still a good idea to drop them NGL 1F is also establishing a nation- citizens from discrimination based upon man Rights Commission, 514 Castro St., 
a letter of tha,nks.) wide network of lesbian, gay and bisexual sex. San Francisco, CA 94114. -
Meanwhile, Dell Computer, in Aus- health reform activists who want to receive Top pre-empt a possible court deci-
tin, TX, received the tax breaks denied to ongoing mailings about health care reform sion legalizing gay marriages, State House 
Apple. Dell Computer has no domestic andwhowillcontacttheirfederallegislators Judiciary Chairman Terrance Tom an-
partnership policy and does not ban dis- regarding reform. nounced that he will introduce a bill to 
crimination based on sexual orientation. For a copy of the Health Security Act clearly prohibit state licensing of same-sex 
Write, call orfaxDell to suggestimple- analysis, write to NGL 1FPublicationsDept., marriages. Tom has reasoned that the state 
menting non-discrimination and domestic 1734 17thSt., NW,Washington,DC20009. issues licenses to couples who appear to 
partnership policies. Contact Grace Alcala, To join the nationwide network oflesbian, present the "biological possibility" of pro-
ManagerofEmployeeRelations,DellCom- gay and bisexual health reform activists, ducing offspring. 
puter, 9505 Arboretum Blvd, Austin, TX contact Marj Plumb. (See above ALERT This project requires continued legal 
78759-7299; (51 2)338-44001 (51 2)728- article). workandamassivepubliceducationeffort 
8922 (fax). INTERNATIONAL NETWORK- that is relying on supporters throughout the 
country. 
For more information or to send tax-
deductibledonations, writetheHawaiiEqual 
Rights Maniage Project, c/o Gay & Lesbian 
Community Center, 1820 University Ave. 
Suite 8, Honolulu, m 96822. 
CONGRESSIONAL ACTION: 
The House and Senate passed the Hate 
Crimes Sentencing Enhancement Act by 
overwhelming margins in both chambers. 
This piece of legislation advances the fed-
eral response to crimes in which the perpe-
trator intentionally selects a victim because 
-=-~~~:--:"'":""'.""~-:"'"'":"":'~=.;;;;.~;;....~;....;~=;:=-.:.:-=====-==:.1 of his or her "actual or perceived race, color, 
A beautiful sight to behold in DC as close to 1 million bisexual, gay, lesbian, tran~ religion, national origin, ethnicity, gender 
gendered and straight people gathered to support equal rights. Photo by Geoff Higgs or sexual orientation. " Toe legislation in-
Ananael 
521 Congress Street, 
Portland 780-0830 
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CALENDAR FOR JANUARY, 1994 CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
Sat. 1/1 HAPPY NEW YEAR!!! 1342, during the day. 
Sun. 1/2: 5-7 PM, Voice auditions for 1994 Tues.1/18: 7-9 PM, 'The Gather-in&. Commuter PERSONALS HOMES FOR RENT 
Spring Choral Season of Maine Gay Men's Student Lounge, USM. Showing "Claireofthe ••Lesbian,40,slim,5'4",greeneyes,brownhair 
Oiorus, First Parish UU Chmch Hall, 425 Moon." who lives in southern to weste!"n Maine area. oePrimeFREEPORT location. Very private 
Congress St, Portland. FMI, call 797-9270. Wed.1/19: 7 PM (ME), 8 PM (NB), NLN Fold My hearts desire? To be the keeper of your on 2.8 acres. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths. Cathedral 
Wed.1/5:6-8PM,PolicyMeetingofNorthem &StuffFeb.newsletter&calendaratthePhoo.eline heart! Enjoy music, movies, taking walks, the ceiling. Center chimney & hearth. Huge 
LambdaNordtoestablishrules,responsibilities in Caribou. FMI, 498-2088. outdoors,andnature. I'mfeminineandahopeless wrap around deck. Full daylight basement 
for the newsletter, at the Phoneline office in Sat. 1/22: Aroostook's Fight the Right Group romantic. Sincere, honest, monogamous. Are with washer/dryer. New oil heat system. 
Caribou. FMI, call 498-2088. Meets 4 PM in Presque Isle. Agenda includes you like me, searching for a faithful friend and $800 plus utilities. 761-3918. ••• 
Wed. 1/5: 7 PM (ME). 8 PM (NB), Northern name the group, adopt statement of purpose, set lover to share your life with? You may be that 
Lambda Nord Open House at the Phoneline goals, decide how to reach goals. Pot Luck special lady! Come and walk life's road with 00 1 bedroommobilehomecompletelyrenovated, 
- , office, Caribou. FMI, 498-2088. (Meets every Supper follows. FMI, call 498-2088. me. Willansweryourresponse. Address/phone gas heat, washer/dryer, microwave, deck. 
Wed., same time & place.) · Sun.1/23: 2PM, TeamMainemeetsatUNEto number. Write to Advertiser #1725, c/o this oe2 bedroom mobile home, oil heat, gas stove. 
Wed. 1/5: 5-7 PM, Voice auditions for 1994 discuss plans for Gay Games in NYC and to use paper. 00• BOlH country setting with privacy, furnished 
Spring Choral Season of Maine Gay Men• s the facilities at UNE gym including weight room, or unfurnished. Close to Popham Beach, trees, 
Oiorus, First Parish UU Church Hall, 425 pool, indoor track. Call contacts for more info. APARTMENTS TO SHARE wildlife, hiking, skiing trails. 20 minutes to 
Congress St, Portland. FML call 797-9270. See Team Maine Bulletin for #'s. ..Graduate student, female, 40yrs. old, seeking Brunswick. $400 + utilities. 389-1626. ••• 
Sun. 1/9: 2 PM, Stonewall 25-Bangor Group, Tues. 1/25: 7-9 PM, 'The Gatherin&, Commuter female roommate. 2 bedroom Victorian 
The Rage, 123 Franlkin St, Bangor. Student Lounge, USM. Topic: "Straight, But Not apartment corner Emery & Pine, West End. 
Thurs.1/13: 7 :30 PM, TheMatlovichSociety, Narrow" with Kate Ridlon, USM student $200+ l/2 utilities. Parking included. Available LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUPS 
I Holiday Inn bytheBay,88 Spring St.Portland. Thurs. 1/27: 7:30 PM, The Matlovich Society, January lst Lesbian friendly, non-smoker. ..Support group starting in greater Portland Topic: "Let Me Tell Y ouAboutMy Family: A Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring St, Portland. Short or long term considered. Call 775_0587 area for Lesbians entering menopause. Let's 
Panel Discussion with Lesbian, Bay, and Topic: "Performance Poetry: An Evening with evenings or weekends. ... share information and experiences. 'This is 
Bisexual Parents." Come, hear about the Criag Hickman". Craig Hickman is a D.QllY a therapy group. Call 879-0769, and 
. · diversity of family life in our community. Free choreographer and co-writer ofThrou&)l the Eire, .. Looking for non-smoking female to share leave you name, phone number and best time 
parking. Accessible to the mobility-impaired. a provocative and poignant reflection on being spacious 5 112 room apartment 2 bedrooms, to reach you. ... 
Fri.1/14: 7 :30 PM.Peace Action Maine Speak black and gay in North America Award winning dining room, large living room.kitchen, finished 
Out, Allen Ave. UU Oimcb; 524 Allen Ave., poet, singer and satirist, Hickman brings his basement with washer/dryer. Ample storage, oeLesbian support & discussion group, Central 
Portland. David Hart, Executive Director, magic to Portland. Free parking. Accessible to parking, small porch & yard. One block from Maine area, meets 1st and 3rd Fridays, 7-8:30 
principal speakel'. the mobility-impaired. private beach, near Fort Williams. 1 o min. to PM. Call Irene Cox, LCSW, 453-4403 for more 
Fri.1/14: ~LutherKingJr. Weekend Sat. 1/29: Northern Lambda Nord's 14th downtownPortland$275monthly,plusutilities. information. ••• 
Celebration begins. 7-9 PM, Campus Ctr. Anniversary Dinner Party, 7 PM (ME), 8 PM Call 799-4734. • .. 
USM, an "Impromptu Evening" of sharing (NB), attheCarriageHouseRestaurant, Presque 
stories, music, and experiences. Open and free Isle. Reservations required by 1/19. Call the 
to the public. Phoneline for more information, 498-2088. 
Sat. 1/15: 10 AM-noon, Portland YWCA, 
"African Folklore" with storyteller, Jane FEBRUARY PREVIEW 
Gilbert Free, geared to children 5-12 years 
old. Sun. '1/6: ADON'T-BORE-ME-WTIH-
Sat. 1/15: Northern Lambda Nord's 3 event GENDER Pre-Valentine Cantina T-Dance, 4-
day. 1 PM Library Day-Help get ~ library 9 PM at Z001Z, 31 Forest Ave., Portland. 
collection into the computer. 5 PM (approx.) Donation of $6 per couple, $4 single. Creative 
Pot Luck in New Sweden. All. DAY, help dress encouraged. Portion of proceeds to help 
increase the fund for a community center by defray costs of bringing Leslie Feinberg to the 
bringing in your empty bottles and cans, or area 
cash them in and make a donation. FMI, call Tues. 2/8: 7-9 PM, 1HE GATIIERING, 
498-2088. Student Commuter Lounge, USM. Leslie 
Sun. 1/16: 6:30 PM, Immanuel Baptist Feinberg leads discussion on "Surviving 
Church, 156 High St., Portland, "Gospel Gender Oppression, A Lesbian• s Journey." 
Extravaganz.a" featuring local church choirs. Wed. '1/9: 7:30-9 PM, Leslie Feinberg reading 
Tickets: $5 pel' person, or $20 family of 4-6. from her book, Stone Butch Blues, and leading 
__,_ Sun. 1/16: Northern Lambda Nord monthly discussion of gender issues at Bowdoin 
meeting. Newlocationandnewtime: 1-3PM College, Kresge Lecture Hall, Brunswick. 
(ME), 2-4 PM (NB), The Lions Community Thurs. '1/10: Matlovich Society presents Leslie 
Center, High St, Caribou. Parle Lions Center Feinberg, "An illustrated Lecture on 
or Shop & Save lot FMI, call 498-2088. Transgender History." 7:30 PM, Holiday Inn 
Mon. 1/17: 12th Annual Dr. Martin Luther by the Bay, Spring St, Portland. 
Kind. Jr,. Day Breakfast, Holiday Inn by the Fri. '1/11: 7-9 PM, Slide show on transgender 
Bay, Spring St, Portland. Senator George history by Leslie Feinberg. Chase Lounge, 
Mitchell, Key-Note Speaker. John Jenkins, Bates College, Lewiston. 
Mayor-Elect of Lewiston, and Terrie Rouse, Sat. '1/12: 2 PM, Book signing with Leslie 
Director of the Childrens Musewn, Portland, Feinberg at Ananael, 521 Congress St., 
j Guest Speakel's. Advance ticket sales only. Portland 
$10 adults, $5 children 12 & under. FML call ""',:::=:::::"'::"":::::"':::"':::""':::::"':::::""'::: :"':::""':::; ..,:::::"':::::..,:::::=::"'::::"":::::"':::::""::::""':::::"'::: :.,.,.:::::..,::::.,.,.:::: "':::::""':::::"'::::-::,:,. 
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BADMINTON, ANYONE? 
HOUSE TO SHARE ••Looking for advanced skilled female 
oeHouse mate wanted: I would like to share my badminton player to commit to weekly practice 
houseinCamdenbytheseawithagayman. Call ~~~el'ingreaterPortlandarea. CallAW, 781-
236-8935. ... · 
HELPWANTED 
oeDo you enjoy meeting people? Are you 
assertive and confident? Can you sell a product 
you believe in ? Do you want to pick up some 
extra cash? If you answered yes to theses 
questions, contact the Community Pride 
Reporter. We are looking for additional 
Account Executives to sell advertising. 
Commission only. Call 879-1342 today! ••• 
HELPWANTED 
oeLooking for free lance reporters to cover 
newsworthy events in the lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
andtransgendercommunity fortheCommunity 
Pride Reporter. If you are interested in 
sharpening your writing skills while helping to 
keep our community informed, call 879-1342 
for interview. ••• 
PLEASE SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS AND THANK 
fflOSE BUSINESSES WHO DISTRIBUTE 
COMMUNITY PRIDF, REPORTER 
• • • • • • • • S~ER VICI: l)/RECT ()RY•••••••• 
Norma Kraus .Eule 
MSW, LC&W 
Liccn~d Clinical Social Worker 
Individual, Group and 
R£lationsl1ip Therapy 
Biddeford 
Portland 
10 Minot Avenue 
Auburn, Maine 04210 
('207) 7 84-8 7 4 7 
207-283-9109 
207-775-1849 
Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW 
Licensed Clincial Social Worker · 
Addictions 
Eating Disorders 
Abuse Issues 
Relationships 
Individual, Couple 
Group, Family 
Psychotherapy , 
Insurance Reimbursable 
Individuals • Couples 
Stress Management 
Sexual Issues 
Men's Issues 
Women's Issues 
Sexual Addictions 
871-8134 
Nicholas Seferlis Marianne Trottier 
MS, L.C.P.C. MS, L.C.P.C. 
222 St. John St. • Portland 
., womensP-ace 
~ COUNSELING CENTER 
Joanne H. Clarey Ed.D., L.C.P.C. 
871-0377 
Vivian L. Wadas M.A., L.C.P.C. 
774-2403 
236 Park Ave, Portland, Maine 
453-4403 Fairfield, ME 
l~el(e ;t/, Co~, !f..f.tv., 1.e..r.1v. 
Licensed Clincial Social Worker 
Psychotherapy 
Insurance Reimbursable 
Evening Appts. Available 
Individuals, 
Group, Couples 
LicenKd Substtince Abuse Counselor , 
lndivic!ual and Group Therapy 
for Addictions, Codependence 
and Family-of-Origin issues. 
Specializing in the healing of 
childhood wounds. 
1 Middle Road 
Cumberland Foreside 
Maine, 04110 
829-3221 
frct>cnck B. Wolf. M. Div.~ S.T.D. 
P ..utor6'1- Cou.ucJJor 
1Sl State Street 
Portlat1b, Malttc: 4'/t1D1 
Michelle Bolen 
Licensed Clinical Social Worker 
Genenl Pradict • lndimlual I: Grvt1p1 • Edumtion & .,.._tali-
Spec~s include ... 
childhood •buae Issues • anger management • women's IS1Ues 
51 Ocean Avenue• Portland, Maine 04103 
773-5573 
·age19~ 
CP 
RESOURCES 
TheMainelabiarvGayPditicalAUiaoc.'e(MI.J 
GPA) worlcs to ensure equal treatment fer our 
community tlroughout Maine. Meetings are 
heldthe3rdSaturdayofthemonth, 12noon,atthe 
UU Church, Winthrop & Summer Streets, 
Augusta For mcxe infa:mation about meetings 
or membership, call 761-3732 er 1-800-55-
MLGPA, outside the P<Itland area. .. 
Planned Parenthood m. Northern New En-
gland ha.sanew HealthCmteut970ForestA ve., 
Portland. Serving men & women, PPNNEoffers 
annual exams, pregnancy testing, birth control 
info. & supplies (free condoms), testing & treat-
mentforinfectionsandS1D's,mencpwsesuppcrt 
& more. Free parlcing, evening hours, affordable 
services, & complete coofidentiality. Medicaid 
welcome. FM!, 874-1095. •• 
Womrn's Cliorm: An eclecticcha:al ensemble 
Cl)eD to all women regardless of age, race, reli-
gioo, or sexual arientatioo is now fmned. ff you 
want to become a 1:11embe:r, er can vohmteer 
erganizational skills, send SASE to P.O. Box 
7944, P<Itland, ME. 04112. Include your tele-
inooenumber, orcall 772-0013. " 
Spiritual Group: Maine Gay Men's On-us is a 
volunteer community ch<IUS which brings men 
togethertoenhancesocialt~leranceanddiveisity 
in the Great.er P<Itland area, as well as affirming 
the gay/lesbian experience with creative musal 
entertainment FM!, 883-800'JcrwriteMG.MC, 
P.O. Box 10391, Portland, ME. 04104.•• 
NorthemLambdaNonl: an educatiooal, infer-
maticnal, social, andse!Vi:e a:ganiz.ationserving 
northemMaineandNew Brunswicklesbian,gay, 
and bisexual peq,le. Meets every W oonesday at 
thePhoneline inadditioo to hosting special events 
for recreation and actioo. Call 207/498-2088 ... 
The Matlovich Society • an educational and 
cul111Ial erganization of lesbians, bisexuals, gay 
men, and friends committed to sharing ourhistay 
as wcll as providing pmon-affirming p-esenta-
tioosanddiscussions inasuppa:tiveenvicmment 
Meeting oo the second and fourth Thursday, 
monthly, 7:30pm attheHolidaylnnBytheBay, 
88 Spring St Free parlcing and accessible to the 
mobility-impaired. Contact (207) 773-1200. •• 
NatiooaIA~atioo ~ WoJ1ten,Maine 
~. Sexual Mina:ity Issues Committee 
welcomes new social work members. Our pir-
pose is to educate, p-ovide resoorces, & lobby 
legislators re: issues involving sexual min<rities 
in Maine. Meetings are 5 PM, 3rd Thursday, 
monthly at Community Counseling Ctr., 343 
Forest Ave., Portland. FMI call Perry 
Sutherland,874-1030." 
PHONE SUPPORT GROUP SUPPORT HIV & RELATED 
SUPPORT MEETINGS 
TIIE AIDS LINE: 800-851-AIDS er 775-1267. Northern I ,amhdaNord; 2nd Sunday Call 498- Portland at 1]JE AIDS PROJECT; 
IIlV/ AIDS relatedquesioos,callMcn.-Sa.9:00am- 2088. UMPI,PullenHall,3 :pm(ME),4:p.m(N-B). Mondays: HIV negative partners of peq>le living 
5:00pm, Mon. &Wed. evenings 'til 7:30pm. Everyooeinvited withlilV, 6:3~7:30pm. 
Anooymous. Out For Good; 'Ihlrsdays 7-9pm, 445 Main St, Tuesdays:Peq,leLiving withHIV diseaseand all 
DIAL KIDS, 774-TALK: Fer lesbian, gay, Biddefa:d.Lesbiansuppoo/discussioogroup. Fred friends, families, lovers, and caregivers, 10:3~ 
bi &questioning ywth 1D1der 19. $1 donation to help w/rent FMI call Bobbi-247- 12:00 noon. 
INGRAHAMVOLUN'IttRS: Call 774-HELP 3461. 2nd and 4th Tuesdays: Llving Well, focusing on 
(774-4357). Rnmford/Mexico Area AIDS SUIIPQd Group' quality of life and empowerment 
TIIE AIDS PROJECT: 22 Mooument Sq., 5th Phonelbie· Mondays, 7-8:30pm at Mexico Con- Thursdays: Women living with HIV, 1:15-
floor, Portland 04101. Call 774-6877 FMI re: sup- gregatiooal Oiurch, Main St Call 364-8603. 2:45pm. 
pcrtgroupmeetings.Poo:land,Lewistoo,Bnmswiclc. Andm;coggjn Valley: Aids Coalitioo; Thw:s- Men living with HIV, 5:3~7:00pm. 
days, 7pm, 70CourtSt,2ndfloor,Aubum Support Alltheabovesupportgroupsmeetat22Monwnent 
AIDS SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS for peq,le with HIV & thcir families. FMI, call Square, 5th floor. Call Sandy Titus at T/4-6877 or 
Bangor • ~362.6 • Eastern Maine AIDS Net- 786-4697 1-800-851-2437 if you would likefurtherinforma-
wodc Ip~; Fust & third Sundays at St tion. 
Bdfag.338-1427-Waldo-Knox AIDS Coalition Luke's Cathedral (Emmanuel Oiapel), 5:15 pm :l,ewmop: 2nd and 4th Tuesdays: Women's 
Brunswick• 725-49115-MerrymeetingAIDS Sup- All are welcome. Fellowship follow each service Supp<rt Group. Call Diana Carrigan at The AIDS 
port Services withavegetarianpotluckoo3rd.Sun. Weminista Projectoffice- 783-4301. 
Bridgtm · 583-6608- CommunityTa.sk:Fon:e oo to the lesbian/gay community. Aubum; Thursdays: Peq>le Llving with HIV, 
AIDS FM!, writePOB 8113,Portland04104. 7:00pmatAmen:an.RedCross, 70CourtStreet, 
Portland · 774-6fm - The AIDS ~ect, AIDS Auhun. Call OaireGelinasatA V AC- 786-4697. 
i.odging House, I'W A Coalitioo, Names Project ACT UP/Portland; Sundays, 7pm YWCA, 87 Brunswick; Family and friends who have a loved 
Rumfonl-823-4170-Community AIDS Awarc-r Spring St and Mondays 6-8pm at 142 High St, one with AIDS or HIV, 5:00 - 6:20pm, 
ness Program #222. Join us in thefightforuniveisalrights! Call Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services. 8 Lincoln 
Lewistm • 786-4697 • Androscoggin Valley AIDS 828-0566. Street Fer informatioo oo meeting day, call Brian 
Coalition OUTRIGIIT IDO; Sundays, 6 pm at Peace & Allen- 725-4955. 
Waterville-626-3432-Dayspring Justicec.enter,359MainSt.,Banger.Supportgroup f'nl[djner; 1st and 3rd Wednesdays: 1:3~ 
Ellsworth. 667-3506-DownEastAIDS Netwerk for lesbian, gay, bisexual youth ages 16-22. FM!, 3 :OOpm, Peq,le Llving wit HIV. Physicians 
Oxford Hills- 743-7451- Oxford Hills Commu- call 285-7180. Building behind KVRHA Annex. Call Brian 
nity AIDS Netwooc-• OUTRIGIIT/Cmtral Maine; Weekly, confi- Allen (M.AS.S.)- 725-4955. 
Lesbian & Gay Jnformatioo line - Portland: dential meetings fer gay, lesbian, & questiooing Biddeford; 1st and 3nl Wednesdays: 7:00pm 
871-0432, 24 hour community events update. free youth22 years old and mider. Call ''First Calf' and Supp<rt Group f<X Family and Friends Who Care 
listings, annomiced live attendant times. ask about OUIRIGI-IT selVi:es at 795-6677 or 1- ( about peq>le with lilV disease), Southern Maine 
~339-4042. Medical Center, Cafeteria #3, 2nd floa:. Call 
OUTRIGlIT/Port]and; Meets every Friday , Roger LaCbance - 284-4102. 
Parents & Friends «Lesbians & Gays· 7:3~9:30 pm at Williston West Onuch. 32 Tho- Maine AIDS Alliance 
P-FLAG CONfACI'S -ME.: mas St, Safe and supportive discussioos with and Member Organizations 
Augusta/Hallowell- 623-2349 
*Banger/Brewec - 989-5180 
Brunswick/Bath - see Waldoboro 
*Lewistoo/Auhun - 783-9789 
*Pooland - 766-5158 
Waldoba:o - 832-5859 
* - Mootbly meetings held 
for gay, lesbian,bisexual & questiooing y<>lDlg AIDS Coalitioo of Lincoln County: 563-8953 
people. FMl:call 774-TALK,er774-HELP. Write PO Box 421, Damariscotta, ME 04543-0421 
toP.O.Box5370 StationA,Pooland, ME. 04101. AIDSLodging House: 874-1000 
OUTRIGIIT/SEACOASf;MeetseveryFriday, PO Box 3820, Portland, ME 04101-3820 
7 - 9 pm at the Unitarian Omt:h annex building Androscoggin Valley AIDS Coalitioo: 
adjocent to the fire statioo, 206 Comt St Perts- 786-4697,PO Box 7977, Lewiston, ME 04243 
mouth, NH FMlcall Teenline 1-8@639-6005 <X Orlldren's AIDS Network: 761-1872 
write P.O.Box 842, Pa:tsmouth NH 03801 PO Box 793, P<xtland, ME 04104 
. Community AIDS Awareness Program: 
P-FLAG CONfACl'S--NH Q:ntral Maine Gay Men's SUJ>l>Ort Group 823-4170,POBox457Rumford,ME04276 
Coocord: Meets 3rd Sun. 3-5 pm, 1st Coogrega- Tuesdays: 7-8:30~.m Call 622-1888 or 622-4254 Community Tmk Force on AIDS Educ.: 
tionalOmch, Washington&Na:thMainSts.(use formaeinformatioo. 583-~, PO Box 941, Naples, ME04055 
Wa.shingtm St entrance), 003/668-0741 FMI. Q:Squad Support Group for lesbian, gays, bi- Dayspring: 626-3432 
sexuals, & transgendeceds. Serving Franklin 32 Winthrop St, Augusta, ME 04330 
Seacoast: Meets 1st Tues. 7-9pm,StradwnCom- County, based atUMFarmingtm. FMI,call and Down East AIDS Network: 667-3506 
munity Oiurch, Emery Lane Str.dwn (1st rigtt leave message, 778-7380. 114 State St, Ellswerth, ME 04605 
westofRtelOlcircle),603n7i-3893er5196FMI. Traw;SupportGroupmeetingregu]arly,provid- Eastern Maine AIDS Network: 99~3626 
ing group suwcrt, education, and social activities PO Box 2038, Bangor, ME 04401 
Mooadnodc Region: Meets 4th Moo. 7-8:30 pm, for cross dresse,:s and transsexuals, their families, Merrymeeting AIDS Support Serv.: 725-4955 
Unitarian0mnn,Petfrborough,603/547-2545FMI ~ds, and~ interested in gender dysifloria PO Box 57, Brunswick, ME 04011-0057 
LSSUeS. FMI wnte TransSupp<rt, P.O. Box 17622, Nam.es Project/Maine: 774-2198 
Nashua: Meets 3rd Thurs. 7:30, Unitarian-Univer- Portland, Maine04l0l. PO Box4319,Portland, ME04101 
salistOuuch,Lowell&Canal Sts., 603/880-0010 Maine Bisexua1 People's Network; P. 0. Box OxfordH:illsCmununity AIDSNetwork:743-
FMI. 10818, Portland, ME. 04104. Our purpoie is to 7451,PO Box 113, Paris, ME04271-0113 
Am C!!!-:>fshi, Maine Lesbian/Gay Jewish 
group, meets monthly. FMI, 874-2970 
••• P-FLAG 24 hour Helpline: 60:\'623-6023 or (Rheatha). 
affirminourselvesandoth!'l'Sthe~itivenatureof People With AIDS Coalition «ME.: 
bisexualityandtoworlctowardgreateraccqxance 773-8500, 377 Cumberland Ave., Pooland, ME 
in the bisexual, gay, lesbian, andstraightcommu- 04101 Plymouth-603~68-7516 
Nashua - 603/8~709 
Manchester - 603/472-4944 
Mooadnock - 603/547-2545 
Hanover - 603/643-8331 
Coocord-603n46-3818 
nities. Support and refenals available. St. John Valley AIDS Tmk Force: 834-3355 
Wild«Ntein Qub; Lesbiao/Gay suppcrt group c/oNMMC, 143E.MainSt,FortKent,ME04743 
meets everyThmsday, 6:30pm, Memorial Unioo, The AIDS Project: 774-6877 
Suttm Lo1D1ge, UM at Orooo. 22 Monument Sq., 5th fir., Pooland, ME 0401 
Lesbian/Biscma) support group; Tuesdays, 7-9 Waldo-Knox AIDS Coalition: 338-1427 
pm, UM Orooo,Womens Resource Center. PO Box 956, Belfast, ME 04915 
